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The Class of 2007: Stickin' Together and Close to the End 
Juniors. Class of 2007. Remember when we first 
moved into BWe and the 
Quad? How about our first 
day of class? And that first taste of 
Wismer food ... yum. Just think 
about how we've grown; now we're 
in the midst of molding ourselves 
into educated people that others can 
look up to and trust. We're nearing 
the final steps of this stage of our 
lives--we're almost seniors! Just 
think: the finals this year will be the 
penultimate of our college careers. 
This summer will be the last before 
we take over the reins of Ursinus as 
seniors. Until then, we can reflect 
on those great accomplishments we 
have achieved in our three years. 
Jeanine Mahle takes a break 
from studying in the library to 
smile for the camera. 
Lauren Rees, Abby Hare, Kerri 
Landis, Robin Pierce, and Cyndi 
Shimer pause during a beautiful 
summer day. 
Larry Barr, Nate Dawley, and 
Josh Frear strike a crazy pose 
for the camera. 
Laura Blauch and CoUn 
McDermott stop to smile 
together. 
Daniela Paul and Ashia 
Do~ enjoy the beautiful 
day on the North Richter 
steps. 
Only a year ago, they walked on campus feeling very 
jittery and slightly out of place. With freshman year 
under their belt, these sophomores have become a 
crucial part of the Ursinus campus as we know it 
today. It is within this year that majors are declared, 
future plans are carefully examined, and lifetime 
friendships are solidified. Now residing in Reimert, 
Main Street houses, and Richter-North, these sopho-
mores are no longer at the bottom of the totem pole. 
Instead, they're "living it up," and experiencing all of 
the excitement that Ursinus has to offer! 
Top Left: Colleen Lewis and Marlayna Sterner break for a quick 
snapshot 'Top Right: Justin Donovan and Chris Frasier make 
Vicki Bisbing the center in a Sig Rho sandwich 'Bottom Left: 
Bree Morrissey, Emily Marques, and Melissa Garman represent-
ing the UC Gymnastics Team 'Bottom Right: Friends, Bill Davis 




and prepared to 
party. 
Alli Stouch and 
Chelsea Morin smile 
for a close up before 
a night of fun. 
Suite mates Frank DiMeglio, 
Steve Stern, and Sabir Peele 
keepin' it classy! 
Watch out boys, here 
come the lovely ladies of 207! Oulie 
Katz, Stacie Wohar, and Jill Proniewych) 
Left: Teammates Audie McKenna 
and Perrin Moses relax together 
while enjoying the weekend. 
Right: Sig Nu sisters, Chelsea Potts, 
Heather Turnbach, andJUl Alspach 
show their pride! 
Nick Shattuck and Jason Davis do 
their best to look tough. 
Kim Servello, Jessica Cherry, 
Liz Carino, and Jessica Hartline 
show their wild sides 
Roomies Kate Snyder and Ashley 
Drogalis get ready to brave 
Reimert for a weekend of fun! 
UC Softball players, Sarah 
Hennessey and Erin McHugh, hit 
up Main Street. 
Girls of Tau Sig support UC Bears Foot-
ball. (Am Stouch, Chelsea Morin, Ally 
Shicora, and Cort Coates) 
Terry Kelley and Anthony George 
take it easy on a weekday night. 
Melissa Garman, Danielle Langdon, Kate 
Snyder, Ashley Drogalis, and Kelly 
Lacey celebrate in Suite 210! 
Freshman 
Freshmen year of college is the beginning of a 
new Journey filled with ups and downs. This is 
the time of your life when you realize that you 
are on your way of becoming an independent 
person, while still depending on others. OTHERS 
are not just your loved ones from home, like 
family and friends but also the new bonds you 
will experience here at Ursinus College. 
Class of 2009 remember to be all you can be 
here at UC! 
Adam Donahue and 
Weston Borden get 
ahead in the game 
with their studies. 
A group of friends decide 
to take a break from their 
studies to hang out and 
relax for a little. Way to 
represent your class!! 
Freshman friends, 
Ted Hooven and 
Shawn Gentile 
stop to pose for a 
picture. 
Thomas gets his grub on at 
Zacks while others grind hard 
in the classroom, I guess 
freshman have to eat too. 
ow 
Jenine Weber and Mallory Jones 
enjoy each others' company just 
as much now ... 
Entering as freshman, the cool 
crisp summer air excites our 
bones as we embark on the 
newest journey of our life -
COLLEGE. Some say it is known 
as the best time of our lives and 
maybe it is, but if you don't stop 
and look around every now and 





Freashman Year Hugs leads to ... 
[hen as Freshman ... 
and now as 





These two know how to have a 
good time and are ready to party! 
... Senior Year Love! 
And these two 
also went to high 
school together! 
Lattsha Sharper and Shawn tee 
Rudd as Freshman 
... and four years later, 
they are still best friends. 
And now as seniors ... how the 
















excited to be 
at Ursinus 
together! They 
pose for their 
traditional first 
day of school 
picture on the 
steps of 
Pfhaler. 
Meg Eleftherion and Steph Levitsky, 



















ready for bed 
in Reimert 













UC Gymnastics Team at Sea 
Isle. 
"E Very artist dips his 
brush in his own soul , 
and paints his own 
nature into his 
pictures." 



















the people in 
GermanY ... I 
came home 





UThe dance is 









Caves of Monte 
Llano, Domini-
can Republic 





UC students, Jill Reganato, Claudia 
DeCourey, Arley Styler, and Jason 
Minutoli, run into each other while 
on seperate vacations in Mexico. 
2005 
Above: Freshmen move in day can get a little crazy with 
aU the cars and family members. 
Top Left: Cait Hanlon is excited to move into her Reimert 
suite. She packed her boxing gloves, don't mess with her! 
Left: Who uses bed storage anyway?? Many students put 
it to good use! 
Below: Sophomore roommates Pat Higgins and Rory 
Graver help each other move into their Reimert suite. 
Above: Who needs the gym when you can carry a mini fridge and 
more up a flight of stairs?! 
Top Right: An excited new freshman doesn't know what she should 
start to unpack first. 
Middle Right: Junior, Kerry Landis is all smiles moving into Reimert. 
Bottom Right: Moving in goes by a lot quicker when you have the 
football team helping you! 
Below: Sophomores, Chelsea Morin and Allison Stouch are glad to be 
back. 
Back to school! 
Back to school, 
to prove to my Dad 
I'm not a fooU" 
rv Billy Madison 
The August segment of the program 
included a three-day training program for 
the Ambassadors, where they learned 
about many different aspects of leader-
ship, including a demonstration of the 
FISH! Program by Dean McKinney's wife, 
Marilyn McKinney, and an overnight trip 
to Camp Mensch Mill. The first year 
students moved in on Thursday, August 
25th, and the fun began! Led by the senior 
Orientation Interns, Corey Bolander and 
Julia Tramontana, the Ambassadors 
helped the new students break the ire 
with games and activities, which culmi-
nated with a trip to the Franklin Institute 
during the day and a "Welcome to the 
Jungle" themed dance Saturday evening. 
With the end of the Orientation Pro-
gram, the duties of the Assistants are 
usually finished. Now, however, the job 
of an UC Ambassador lasts all year long. 
Aside from collecting donations for the 
Hurricane Katrina fund at Ursinus sport-
ing events, the Ambassadors 
will be helping out at Family 
Day, Homecoming, and other 
events throughout the year. 
Noway! 
2005 was a calendar year for the 
Orientation Assistant program. 
Dean Todd McKinney and Austin 
Duckett, along with the administra-
tion, revamped not only the Assis-
~~'Id tants' name but their duties as well! 
With the new name of Ursinus 
College Ambassadors, the former 
Orientation Assistants had much to 
look forward to. Their job began in 
mid-June 2005, with the first 
segment of Freshman Orientation, 
in which the incoming first -year 
students had the chance to get to 
know the campus and each other, 
as they listened to informative talks 
by administration nnd met with 
their advisors to choose their 
classes for the fall semester. 
Some Ambassadors with Chris and 
Mark, their new favorite musicians! 
entation Intern Corey Bolander in-
Jets some confused parents at Regis-
tion. 
I , 
missed out on this year's 
freshman festivities, but this 
year there will be plenty to 
do all year long! 
1. Laura Davis helps the 
Registrar ladies with 
Freshmen Registration. 
2. Austin Duckett holds 
new Baby Morgan 
McKinney. 
3. All dolled up! The UC 
Ambassadors before the 
car.dlelight dinner. 
4. Everybody jumped in 
the pool at President 
Strassburger's BBQ! 
Whenever you have a problem, need some one to talk to, or just 
want to hang out, your friendly resident assistant is there to help. · 
BWCRA's 
Top Left: Maria 
DeOliveira, Brandon Peer, 
Jason Brown, Matt Sender, 
Britiany Gilbert and Rob 
Ellison. 
House Coordinators 
Top right: PJ DiGiacomo, 
Lindsay Kulovitz , Colin 
McDermott, Dennis 
Vondran, Dina Yarmus , 
Lauren Perotti, Georgia 
Julius. 
Middle Right: Maria 
DeOliveria and Rob Ellison 
hang out while on duty. 
Lower Mainstreet RA's 
Bottom Left: Lydia Sanchez, 
Alex Ernst, Mark Robidoux, 
Vanessa McGrath, Brian 
Schultz, Alex Miron, Danielle 
Langdon and Mary Ann ~----------------------------------, 
Murrow. 
Upper Mainstreet RA's 
Bottom Right: Matt Wolf, 
Katie Nunn, Chris Mathew, 
Mike Conner, Natalie 




nity and three new 
RD's has made my 
senior year more 
enjoyable. " 
James T exelra 
What is your favorite thing ... 










Below: Sage Corwin, Patrick Wigfall, Lindsey r----- Rodriguez, Erin Pollard, Kevin Metz, Dana Yancey, 
I Lindy Cartrite and Joe Scholz. 
BWC bulletin board. 
I 
Reimert RA's 
Larry Barr ,James Texeira, Renee Chiodo, 
Amanda Howard, Lindy Cartrite, Kelly 
Magnin, John Bera and Lilly Rosen 
Happy Halloween 
from an RA in ------, 
BWC! 
LBPS RA's Monica Crary, Brooke Haines, Vanessa 
Boschi, Alek Frey, Brenden Connor, 
AJ Davis and Shelby Cochran 








friends and being 
on the varsity 
(upper start). " 
Natalie Vadas 
'To have the 
"You get to meet opportunity to meet 
a lot of interest- new people and with 
ing people that students and 
you wouldn 't resident life on a 
normally meet. " more intimate level. n 
Matt Wolf Heather Turnbach 
Nighl life al DC 
1 am thankful for the 
mess to clean after a 
party because it means 1 
have been surrounded by 
friend3. 
rvNancie J. Carmody 
Top: The girls of Sturgis have as much 
fun staying in as they do going out. 
Bottom right: Basketball players Mike 
McGarvey, P:-et Jenkins, and Brian 
McEvily har,g out at the Trappe. 
Bottom left: Ellie Knise and Gina Salvi 
snack on the dance floor at a dated. 
Ursinus parties are a great way to 
hang out and relax with friends. 
With theme parties as well as 
formal events, there is a social 
event to satisfy everyone. 
Oockwise from upper left 
1. Some of the sisters of Phi Alpha 
Psi are ready to go to an 80's party. 
2. Pi Omega Delta brothers at a party 
at Keigwin. 
3. Mike Kimpel and Molly McGlinchey 
hang out at a dated. 
4. The guys of Sig Rho and girls of Tau 
Sig and Phi Psi enjoy a beach party at 
Schreiner. 
The girls of Omega Chi spend some 
time with John Bojazi 
Study hard. 
Party harder. 
Left: Amanda Wilson and Cecily 
MacConchie celebrate a birthday in 
Reimert 303. 
Below: Some football players looking 
tough at a dated. 
Left: Josh Wissler shows off his banana costume to 
Kristen Ricciardi at 471. U's not even Halloween! 
Below: The girls of 504 are ready to get the party 
started. 
JRSINU~ STUDE~T~ 
KNOW HOW TO 1 ~AVE. 
A GOOD flME. r ROM 
SAIURDAY NIGdI 
DA1FDS LO 
WEDNI- SDA Y NIGH r 
P:TCHER'-) A ~D WINGS 
AT THE TRAPPE, 
THERE IS NEVER A 
nULL MOMt'N7. 
1. Late night munchies at avon 
are a common occurence. 
2. The ladies of Richter 105 
and friends are dressed to 
impress and are ready for a 
night out on the town. 
3. Ben Fisher and John Bojazi 
spending some quality time 
together at the Trappe. 
4. These seniors are out for 




Senior Halloween Party 
1. Lynnsey Zweier scares Jeff Olimpo with 
her Statue of Uberty torch. 
2. Friends Dan Scafidi, Matt Baney, and 
Vince Gallagher smile for a picture. 
3. Some Senior Phi Psi girls gather for a 
group picture. 
4. Hugh Hefner and his bunny Bambi (aka 
Kate Benincasa and Britton Bongaardt) 
Brittany Perry as Cindy Lou Who 
Eduardo and Joe saving the day 
Marci Stehman and Matt West 
Josh Hannum, 
the Chip and Dale Dancer 
1. Tau Sig Seniors mix a little 
Christmas cheer with Halloween 
fun dressed as Santa and the 
Reindeer 
2. Special thanks to Class of 
2006 Social Chair Vince 
Rosamondo, Treasurer Kelly 
DeBow, Vice President Cristiana 
Costa, Secretary Sarah 
Kennedy, and Party Chair Jenn 
McCann for a great Senior 
Halloween party! 
3. It might not be all that bad to get arrested by cops 
Hilary McNamara and Cecily MacConchie. 
4. Superheroes to the rescue! (Dani Zupanowtch, Gina 




Family Day was held on October 8th this year. 
Despite the dreary weather, many families came out to 
participate in the fun. There was a delicious family 
style dinner held in Wismer Center accompanied by 
live musical entertainment. 
Cynthia Ortiz and her family are all smiles 
after a delicious dinner together. 
Some of the proud UC parents did not let the rain stop them from enjoying the day wit 
their sons and daughters. 
le Ursinus student brought the whole gang, even Grandma 
ld Grandpa! 
Mikala Pacifique and her mother 
are happy to spend some quality 
family time together. 
Megan Helzner and Kate O'Neill 
raise money for Sigma Sigma 
Sigma by selling red roses to 
families. 
Some of the UC Ambassadors 
pose with the band. 
Some proud Ursinus parents dine with their daughters. 
These three Brothers Of Alpha Phi Epsilon know how to enjoy the Danon Harley and Alison Walker 'step', as they walk towards 
Homecoming events. Center Field. 
A little entertainment under the The weather didn't stop alumnI. parents, and current students from cheering on the fooball team. 
tent while enjoying the 
activites. 
Beta Sigma Lamda, past and present. 
Omega Chi girls Courtney Egan and Melissa Buckley 
Sarah Kennedy and 
Vince Rossmando 
Gina Salvi and Dan Ortiz 
Senior Jess Nairn shows off her Ursinus spirit! 
Corey Bolander and 
Matt Meeker 
-
Courtney Root and Brian 
Schultz 
Football Quarterback and Homecoming King, Vince Gallagher 
shows Gettysburg whose house it is during the Homecoming 
game. Way to work it out in the mud fellas! 
Some Sig Nu alumni gather outside and 
tailgate during the football game. 
Justin Ellis, Mike Kimpel, 
and Mike Cibbatone 
dressed in their best! 
Jenine Weber, Jenna Krier, 
Erin Obermeier, Juliet 
Bronstein, and Lauren 
Davila at the Sig Nu/Sig 
Rho Dated. 
A group of girls at the Phi 
PsV APEs dated. 
The unique tradition at Ursinus continued with many fraternities and sororities hosting 
dated parties. Students never miss the opportunity to attend these fun events. So get your 
ticket, get on the bus, and have a good time! 
Cristiana Costa, Kristen 
Ricciardi, Laura Freitag, 
and Amanda Wilson on 
the bus on the way to 
the APEs/Phi Psi dated 
Ellie Knise and Gina 
SaM dancing at the 
APEs/Phi Psi dated this 
past fall. 
Frank DiMeglio and 
Frank Mallon sharing 
some laughs at the 
Delta Pi!O Chi dated. 
The Ursinus 
College Dance 
Company put on 
a wonderful 
performance 
during the fall 
semester. 

World Fal110us Hyponotist takes Ursinus 
Students on a Magically Hilarous Journey 
TOURING THE PLANET! 
5uow IHCWDtS A D~! 
As saN (QQII t tlRCPt TO VI.~C(JIJ>Jl~. 
1 UfPl10 Uwn !KP POIKl'S (N Ufl/Ult. 
"The Hottest Hypnotist In The V/orld' 
InsIde EI 
do,, 't wd"t to lIIiaa! 
On January 20th, SaUesh the Hypnotist came to 
Ursinus and heated the Kalideoscope with his fiery 
personality and large sense of humor. Ursin us 
student participants included Lydia Sanchez, 
James Texiera, Courtney Fox, Tracey Fernidad, 
Steven Markoe, Steve Stern, Oaire De Rosen, and 
Colin Moore. IT WAS AMAZING and HYSTERICAL m 
Some HigUghts lncluded: 
- Best Dancer Contest 
- In love with the Same-
Sex at Prom 
- Pulling Body Parts 
Together 
- T eUing dirty little secrets! 
Well into the hypnotic trance, 
these Ursinus Students think 
they are the best dancers ever! 
James "T ex" T exiera aka 
ROSA, thanks Sailesh 
after the show. 
START THE CLOCK! 
• 
LAST YEAR'S CHAMPION FRANK DIMEGLIO PROUDLY 
DEFENDED HIS TITLE AGAINST HIS NEW CHALLENGER, 
AND LITTLE BROTHER, VINNY DIMEGLIO 
THE COMPETlTORS EATlNG FUR10USLY AS THE CROWD 
CHEERS THEM ON! 
Activities Fair 
SOME OF THE SISTERS OF PHI ALPHA PSI 
LEAH DAVILA, SHAWNTEE RUDD, AND MARlNA 
TORRES AT THE ALMA TABLE 
The Activities Fair 
was held once again 
this year in OUn 
Plaza to promote the 
wide variety of clubs 
and organizations 
available to the 
campus. 
SIGMA GAMMA RHO TABLE 
CAB (Campus Activities Board) graced us 
with the presence of a wonderful guitar 
player. 
He played various songs in Wismer Lower 
Lounge and even sang for us, how awe-
some is that! 
Here our famous guitar player is singing about a girl who once 
broke his heart. He forgot some of the words but hey, we were 
still entertained I 
Way to rock and roll dude! 
Throughout the school year, student organizations provide the Ursinus community with various events 
and extra-curricular activities. From performances at the Kaleidoscope to famous guitar players is 
never a dull moment on campus. 
Latisha, Lindsay, Dana and 
Darron, members of Voices 
In Praise Gospel Choir, sit 
outside the theater warming 
up their voices. 
Even the families of students at-
tended the performance that night 
for Dr. Martin Luther King Day. 
There they watched students and 
faculty members honor his many 
achievements in life through song 
and dance. 
The first person to be auctioned off 
was a professor who seemed to 
have a lot going for himself, as they 
described to us why we should buy 
him. This professor was worth 
twenty five dollars!! 
Left: Here we have Ully and James dressed to 
impress! They both are seniors and were 
wondeful hosts for the date auction. If it weren't 
for these two, the date auction would not have 
been as succesful as it was, plus James was also 
auctioned, and we aU know hoe much the Ursinus 
loves this guy! 
Far Left: The crowd enjoy the fun in Wismer 
Lower Loune, can't you see the excitement in their 
faces! 
If you haven't heard, Ursinus College Date Auction is one of the biggest events on campus. This year, many 
joined in to auction themselved off for charity to help raise money for the Annual Airband event. Everyone 
from students, faculty and staff particpated in this wondeful event and as usual, everyone had a great time! 
Dean Nolan and a 
friend graced the stage 
with their presence as 
James went into the 
crowd to convinvce 
some students to buy 
them so that they 
could get a good 
"grade." 
Here Ena Marshall and 
Dlandra Thomas are 
fighting over who has 
the most money to buy 
physical plant worker 
James Tigget. He 
doesn't seem to mind 
the fighting, after all, 
they were bidding at 
fifty dollars! 
Ully couldn't believe 
how much these girls 
were fighting over 
James so since this was 
for charity, they Just 
combined their money 
and the two girls 
bought themselves a 
hot man for the night! 
N came on stage with a big 
surprise for the audience. He is 
not only good looking, but he 
packs "big" things with him and 
this got the attention of many 
ladies but only one could afford 
him, Chris Wynne, who bought 
Mr. N for 35 dollars!! 
ALFONSO MAYA 
Above: Alfonso plays one of his 
most popular songs from his latest 
cd "Giros y Giros," which translates 
to "Turns and Turns." 
FAMED MEXICAN GUITARIST 
ALFONSO MAYA PERFORMS 
AT URSINUSI 
Look at that perfect jump-shot 
form! 
spon's ight 
On Friday, February 3rd, Ursinus held Sport's night where students 
could come enjoy a friendly game of basketball and some fun! 
Battle 
of the 
Above Left: Some Tau Sig girls 
dress up for the occassion! 
Above Right: Eric "The 
Hearthrob" Requa performs with 
his band Todd Novack who took 
home the top prize at Battle of 
the Bands. 
Left: Amanda Wilson and Marina 
Torres stop to take a picture while 
enjoying the festivities. 
Right: Battle of the Bands could 
not have been successful without 
the help and leadership of USGA 
members Pat Waldron, Sarah 
Kennedy, Cris Mathews, and 
Vince Rossamondo. 
Bands 
Seniors Meghan McFee 
and Kate Benincasa 
enjoy their last 
Oktoberfest at 
Ursinus. 
The stage before all the craziness began. 
Above Left: Jess Nairn and Gina Above: Staff members Usa 
Salvi dance to the band. lnjaian and Vince Rossamondo 
act tough. 
Right: Sean 'The Candyman" 
Cannon and Kenny 'The 
Crusher" Curcio of the band 
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Fall 2005' s MOB Award for 
Outstanding Performance of a 
Business Team Winners - CEO 
Britton Bongaardt, Justin 
DeAngelis, Chris DeLeon, Jessica 
Gallagher, and Meghan McFee 
~ for the National Ovarian Cancer Coalition and 
the Michele McLennan Ursinus Scholarship 
I I 
C median 
On March 3rd, Comedian Robert Kelly, came to share 
some laughs with UC students! 
Cracking Jokes! 
. BINGO NIGHT! 
The annual Bingo Night was held by RHA in Wismer Lower Lounge where students could 
take some time off from studying to win cool prizes! With Steve Larson and his two chil-
dren calling out the numbers, there were many winners! 1 45? BINGO! 
Zach lchter, Meghan 
McFee, Karena DiLeo, 
and Sarah Kennedy 
all had a great time! 
Kristin Gallagher, 
Harun GOOo}, and 
Jess Buck hope to yell 
BINGO! 
The first winner of the night, 
Andrew Shindel, poses with his 
prize and the winning num-
bers! 
areer Fair 
On Wednesday, February 22nd, company's from all over 
A representative 
from Girl Scouts 
America looks for 
future employees. 
Students walk 
around and check out 
the employers. 
Increase your 
7 a financial ser<;"ICt? 
With Ursinus being a big 
Biology school, one of the 
most popular employers at 
the event come from the big 
pharmaceutical companies 
















The girls of 303 enjoy some quality time at the bar. 
2. Regina Walsh and Sarah Shaw have some fun on the 
dance floor. 
3. These three Sig Nu girls, Jenine Weber, Stacey Garcia, 
and Sarah Smethie, smile for a picture. 
4. N Davis and Dan Herr hang out on the deck. 
5. Jaime Stanton, Kate Benincasa, and Britton Bongaardt 
can't get enough of the Trappe Wednesdays. 
bove: As part of the WNBA group, it Is mandatory for these 
lyS to be at the Trappe every Wednesday. 
"It's not a Wednesday without a pitcher from the 
as these Tau Sig girls clearly demonstrate. 
Above: Those Juniors who turn 21 early like Courtney Egan 
get the benefit of hanging out with their Senior friends 
Karen Guardiani and Natalie DiFeliciantonio at the Trappe. 
Below: Everyone's aU smiles on Trappe Wednesdays! 


Fie II II J Staff 
Faculty & Staff Grade Report 
President John Strassburger: 
Leadership 




Dean's Office: Tough Love 
Seana Zimmer, Anette Lucas, Judith Levy, Edward GHdea, Debbie Nolin, Lynda 
Manz, and Cheryl Wager 
~~ Editors of the short story." 
Business Office: Investment 
Lynne Brault, Mary Cataldi, James Cooper, Elizabeth Davidson, Joan Donofrio, Stephanie Frangiosa, Sharon 
Pearson 
Student Financial Aid: Tuition 
Ginny Bradley, Mona Chylack, Patricia Keebler, Karen Maciolek, Dawn Rhoads, Suzanne 
Sparrow 
Development Office: Advancement 
Meridy Amsden, James Baer, Steffen Crowther, Georgette Druckenmiller, Kathryn Forberger, Michele Kielkopf, 
Carolyn Kratz, Kenneth Schaefer, Nina Simoncavage, Carmela Vail, Diane Zimmaro, Diane Hoffman, Patricia 
Phillips, Cheryl Walborn 
Residence Life: Home 
Lindy Cartrite, Edward Gildea, Steve Larson, Lynda Manz, Deborah Nolan, Leslie Stellwagen, Marissa 
Tappy 
Center for Continuous 
Learning: 
Ambition 
Victor Brown, Janice Levengood, 
Gwendolyn Marshall, Ellen 
Matthews, Beverly Gaydos 
Alumni Relations: 
Esteemed 
Lauren Carrescia, Nicole Minardi, 
Shawn Marie Sloan, Erin Hovey 
Career Services: 
Real World 
Jennifer Potson Huber, 
Nancy Reilly, Carla 
Rinde 




Thomas Gallagher, Regina Oboler, 
Maggie Ussery 
Russell Baum, David Bennett, Scott Bessemer, Michael Birmingham, Michael Degler, 
Robert Eberz, Andrew Feick, Stephen Gehringer, Theodure Geigus, Timothy Grater, 
Jeffrey Henry, Free Klee, Perry Kline, Thomas Krumenacker, Susan Levengood, Randall 
Markley, Gary Meikrantz, Jay Murphy, Charles Musselman, George Myers, Ray Peppel, 
Douglas Perry, Richard Porter, Robert Powell, Elizabeth Robb, Leonard Ruth, James 
Tiggett, Michael Twarogowski, Gary White, Jeffery Williams 
Curtis A. Allen, Beth Bailey, Alexander Chapin, Ellen Dawley, Robert Dawley, Mary Fields, Kathryn Goddard, Stanley Kemp, 
Rebecca Kohn, Anthony Lobo, Rebecca Lyczak, Brian Pfennig, Nicholas Principe, Rebecca Roberts, Lori Scharneck, James Sidie, 
Peter Small 
Business and Economics: Wallstreet 
Catherine Bogusky, Stephen L. Bowers, Carol Cirka, Andrew Economopoulos, Cindy Harris, Michele 
McLennan, Joseph Melrose, Shannon Mudd, Heather O'Neill, Karen Randall 
Media and Communication: Connection 
Jeanine Czubaroff, Lynne Edwards, Sheryl Goodman, Jay Miller, Gregory Scranton, Louise Woodstock 
Chemistry: Reaction 
Mark Ellison, Jocelyn Erickson, Ronald Faust, Ronald Hess, Andrew Price, Thomas Ruttledge, Victor 





Maureen Damiano, Denise Hartman, 
Charles Jamison, Doreen Kopyctnskt 
Linda Marchetti, David Mill, Kim 
Sando, Diane Skorina, Theresa 
Tuscano, Carolyn Weigel, Jane 





Theatre & Dance: 
Dramatic 





Hugh Clark, Ross Doughty, Walter ... ~~~ 
Greason, Dallett Hemphill, Richard 
King, Marjorie Conner 
Multicultural Services: 
Small World 
Jackie Haring, Carolann Johnson, 
Paulette Patton 
English: 
Poetry & Prose 
Carol Dole, Francis Fritz, Meredith 
Goldsmith-Bergman, Rebecca Jaroff, 
Michelle Keita, Matthew Kozusko, 
Joyce Lionarons, Peter Perret en, 
Patricia Schroeder, Jim Volkmer, 
Philip Zwerling, Marjorie Conner 
Modern Languages: 
Cindy Biet Douglas Cameron, Robin Clouser, Juan-Ramon de Arana, Melissa Hardin, Yvonne Kennon, Peter Luborsky, 
Annette Lucas, Matthew Mizenko, Melody Nixon, Frances Novack, Xochttl Shuru, Giovanna Steyaert, Colette Trout 
Philosophy & Religion: Logic & Faith 
Roger Florka, Stewart Goetz, Nathan Rein, Kelly Sorensen 
Politics: Diplomacy 
Rebecca Evans, Gerard Fitzpatrick, Steven Hood, J. Houghton Kane, Paul Stern 
Psychology: Brainpower 
Joel Bish, Catherine Chambliss, Kneia DaCosta, Gabrielle Principe, Kenneth Richardson, Tracy 
Hansell 
Technical Support: Techie 
Alison Bettinger, C. Richard Bogdan, Stacey Gawrys, Susan Helfand, John P. King, Richard Kohn, Paula Laholt, Tracey 
Nelson, Eric Ordway, James Shuttlesworth, Susan Smith, Ruth Sprague, Ray Stitt, Lesa Surman, Joseph Trump 
Berman Museum: 
Austere 
Suzanne Calvin, Lisa 




Paul Doghramji, Phyllis Osisek, a-_ .. 







Exercise & Sports 
Science: 
Fitness 
Laura Borsdorf, Pamela Chlad, 
Robert Davidson, Delwyn Engstrom, 
Michelle VangeBerg, Tina Wailgum, 
L. Kathlene Wright, Monica 
Giancarlo 























The 2005 Ursinus College Field Hockey 
Team truly had an amazing season. The 
Ursinus ladies returned seven starters and 
seven other letter winners, who were look-
ing to pick up right where they left off in 
2004. In addition, a very talented freshmen 
class added depth to this year's team. The 
Bears also became accustomed to the new 
turf facility that they called home starting 
this season. After 86 years on grass, the 
Bears played on a new state-of-the-art Astro 
Turf 12 field. 
Although the season began with a loss, it 
was dominated by win after win. Not only 
did the ladies shine as a team, winning the 
Centennial Conference Championship for the 
second year in a row and also receiving their 
Score Card 
Opponent Us Them 
West Chester 1 4 
Misericordia 6 0 
@ Messiah 3 2 (OT) 
Dickinson 10 0 
College of New Jersey 1 0 
@ Washington 6 
Franklin & Marshall 2 
@ McDaniel 4 3 
@ Lebanon Valley 3 
Haverford 7 1 
Swarthmore 4 1 
@ MIddlebury 1 2 
@ Rensselaer (RPl) 2 1 
@ Muhlenberg 3 0 
Gettysburg 4 0 
@ Rowan 5 4 (OT) 
@Bryn Mawr 5 0 
@ Johns Hopkins 3 1 
Johns HopMns' 4 2 
Gettysburg" 5 
vs. Wmiams~ 5 4 
vs. SUNY Cortland~ 2 1 
vs. Salisbury AA 2 3 
' Centennial Conference Semifinals 
• "Centennial Conference Championship 
~ NCAA Preliminary Rounds 
AANCAA Semifinals 
ockey 
first-ever No. 1 ranking in the latest STX/ 
NFHCA Division III national coaches poll, but 
there were also many individuals who had 
great accomplishments. Three of the girls, 
Karen Wendler, Ashley Ettinger (co-captain), 
and Lindsay Cappa were named Centennial 
Conference Player of the Week. Cappa re-
ceived the honor three times during the Bears 
stellar run. Ettinger was also named the 2005 
Centennial Conference (CC) Field Hockey Player 
of the Veal' and was one of six Ursinus players 
named to the All-CC field hockey team. Ursinus 
went on to host not only the CC championship, 
but the NCAA Regional Tournament as well. 
The team fought all the way to the NCAA 
semifinals, where they traveled to Virginia to 
compete. Unfortunately, their stay there was 
cut short by their loss to Salisbury in the first 
semifinal game. Although they did not capture 
the NCAA championship, this season was still 
one for the record books. Through their hard 
work and dedication, the Ursinus Field Hockey 
Team has become a great force to be 
reckoned with and will hopefully have contin-
ued success in the seasons to come. 
Above: After scoring an 
exciting goat teammates 
Lindsay Cappa and Melissa 
Buckely share a high-five in 
celebration. 
Below: Jessica Rogers and 
Lindsay Cappa anxiously 
await to receive a pass from a I 
teammate farther down the 
field. 
Erin Bender, Melissa Buckley, Lindsay Cappa, Jamie Doperak, Allison Doutt, Ashley Ettinger, Emily 
Godfrey, Jessica Lamina, Abby Loefflad, Katie Mastoris, Jenni Moore, Sam Papa, Jess Rogers, 
Stabley, Molly Stevens, Kait Sutherland, Nikki Thren, Lisa Weiser, Karen Wendler 
Head Coach: Laura Moliken Assistant Coach: Gabe Moliken, Joyce Anne Koubaroulis 
In an intense scuffle with 
Co-captain Abby 
attempts to gain control 
ball while her teammates 
Sutherland and Lindsay 
Below: As Molly Stevens 
attempts to make a pass for 
the goal, the rest of the 
Ursinus offense stands ready 
to attack. 
Junior Karen Wendler skillfully challenges her 
DPc.neln.t for possesion of the ball while her teammate 
Loefflad watches the play action from a distance. 
hether it can put up with the pain or give in and lose. 
ose who become great are the ones who can find ... 
Above: Co-captain Ashley 
Ettinger fiercely charges 
towards the ball while her 
opponent struggles to keep up 
with her. 
Below: Junior Melissa Buckley 
dominates possession of the 
ball as the referee and a 
member of the opposing team 
follow her every move. 
Above: As both teams struggle to keep 
possession of the ball, freshman Kait 
Sutherland quickly darts a pass to her ap-
proaching teammate Ashley Ettinger. 
Ursinus Football had an amazing sea-
son this year. The best in four years. 
Eight members of the Urstnus College 
football team have been named to the 
20 0 5 All-Centennial Conference foot-
ball team. Vince Gallagher and Adam 
Schmidt were named to the All-CC 
first team. Justin Ziegler, Carmen 
Gentile, and Kiernan Cavanagh all 
earned a spot on the second team. 
While, Andrew Bonsall, Justin Ellis 
and Brian Hrynczyszyn were all glven 
honorable mention in the Centennial 
Score Card 
US 
Susquehanna 16 24 
Albright 33 34 
laSalle 13 12 
McDaniel 20 28 
Newport News 14 13 
'Muhlenburg 14 21 
Gettysburg 16 13 
Hopkins 21 17 
F&M 17 19 




Above: David Ashworth dives 
to the ground holding on tight 
to the ball. 
Above: Mike Weyrach leaps for 
the catch. 
Below: Justin Edwards waits 
anxiously for play to begin. 
Mark Greim, Josh Hannum, Randy Taylor, Matt Duppe\, Brandon Evans, Adam Schmidt, Frank Hales, Vince Gallagher, Michael Trio, Mike 
Weyrauch, Nicholas Dye, Ted Wallingford, Robert Graham, Keith Stahler, Kieran Gorman, Matt Wolf, Matt Pastor, Justin Ziegler, Steve 
Phillips, Ernest Pearson, Daniel Duffy, David Ashworth, Ryan VanWright, Justin Edwards, Matt Baney, DeVohn Butler, John McCormack, 
Jordan Mummau, Kevin Niedelman, Brendon Evans, James Cannon, Vito Digilio, Lion Nealy, Billy Stolle, Greg Zara, Adam Donahue, Danny 
Price, Brian Hampson, Dan Scafidi, AustinJones, Dan Concannon, Chris Carey, Weston Borden, Ryan Tole, Josh Wissler, Nate Wagner, 
James Sproule, Jeff Milligan, Stephen Ordog, Brain Hrynczyszyn, Matt Crowley, Andrew Bonsall, Kiernan Cavanagh, Steve Wallace, Brand~~ 
Hasse, Zakary Arnhold, Jon Rinkus, Keith Lynn, Reggie Iacobucci, John Haughney, Joe Joyce, David Marcheskie, Mike Dolan, Frank DlMegh~ 
Michael Curran, Carmen Gentile, Daniel Witmer, Nick Russo, Clay Cross, Justin Traino, Matt Govern, Bret Wiest, Justin Quarles, Matt Jones, 
Adam Kabac\nski, Corey Greco, Stephen Ciabattoni, Keith Mazonkey, Chris Sanna, Calvin Carthan, Robert Gibson, Ronnie Anderson, franciS 
Mallon, Matt Lebo, Will Katinowsky, Justin Ellis, Keith Fowler, Mike Kimpel 
Head Coach: Peter Gallagher 
1. Sophomore Brian Hrynczyszyn 
r-~------------":'""""---., takes a break from playing in the 
1 
mud. 
2. Senior, Randy Taylorwon'tlet that 
defender take the ball away from 
him. 
3. Senior Quarterback Vince Gallagher 
looks for the open pass. 
3 
4. Ursinus celebrates after a well-earned touchdown. 
5. UC bears rush in for the tackle. 
6. After a short pass from Vince Gallagher, David 
Ashworth protects the ball and runs up the field. 
1. The Bears are on top of that ball. 
These are the underdogs who are expected to fail, 
But refuse to give in and in the endprevail. 
omen's 
The Women's Soccer team had their 
best season yet here at Ursinus - they 
were undefeated for their first six games 
and had an overall centennial confer-
ence record of 7-2-1. They had an 
amazing season with little injuries. For 
the first time ever the girls were invited 
to the ECAC tournament. Everyone 
worked hard this season and accom-
plished a lot. The girls had three games 
that went into overtime this season, 
winning two of them and coming out 
with a tie in the third. Sophomore goalie 
Ashley Potter was named to the 2005 
ESPN The Magazine Academic All-Dis-
trict II College Division Team. 
Potter started all 20 games this sea-
Score Card 
Us Them 
Immaculata 6 0 
Leb Valley 1 0 
DeSales 4 2 
Gwyn-Mercy 2 0 
Gettysburg 1 0 
Washington 6 0 
Dickinson 0 1 
Cabrini 8 0 
Moravian 0 1 
Hopkins 1 1 
Swarthmore 1 0 
Del Valley 2 1 
Bryn Mawr 4 0 
F&M 2 
McDaniel 1 0 
Haverford 0 2 
Muhlenburg 1 0 
Gettysburg· 1 
Dickinson 0 1 
Carnegie Mellon· I 4 
·ECAC semifinals 
occer 
son and had 65 saves! Sophomore Noelle 
Bisinger led the team with eight goals 
this season (five of them being game 
winners. Sophomore Chelsea Morin was 
right behind her with seven goals (two 
game winners). 
In the first round of the Centennial 
Conference Ursinus tied Gettysburg 1-1 in 
regulation play and then went on to win 
the game in penalty kicks beating 
Gettysburg 2-0. These girls had a re-
Chelsea 
Morin 
rwo· ... 1IiII fights to 
win the~ 
in the air. 
markable season and they have a lot to Senior Debbie Jensen steps up to get the ba 
be proud of! 
Lisa Clark, Ashley Potter, Jen Kostishion, Chelsea Morin, Elaine DiFeliciantonio, Noelle Bisinger, 
Jessica Hartline, Ashley Beach, Lauren Washam, Amanda Ose, Sarah Kablfleisch, Amanda 
Leatherman, Debbie Jensen, Nicole Papp, Nicole Christian, Nicole Sprackland, Leigh Voss, Cod 
Turkowski, Sarah Gardner, Logan Conklin 
Head Coach: Jeff Ykoruk Asst. Coaches: Don Overmier and Bm Clugston 
Logan Conklin has plenty of 
time to get the ball up the 
field . 
Goalkeeper Ashley Potter 
carries a ball out to punt 
after making a save. 
Noelle juggles her way past two defenders. 
Defenders, Jess Hartline and Amanda Ose work hard to 
keep the ball from the other team. 
As Potter makes a save, Cori Turkowski pre-
vents any offender from getting through. 
Freshman Jen Kostishion and Amanda Ose 
defend 2 v. 1 to get the ball back. 
Lauren Washam is always one step 
ahead of her attackers. 
True athletes are those who can come from behind, for their victories are gains of a 
different kind. 
he erIe ading 
At every football game one 
thing remained constant 
despite the score -- the UC 
bears cheerleading squad 
of 2005 was there to rep-
resent the team in good 
times and in bad. Led by 
Barbara Hale and Felicia 
McGill, the cheerleading 
squad did their best at ev-
ery game to enthuse the 
crowd and enstUl a sense 
of UC pride in the atmo-
sphere. With many weeks 
of training and hours of 
hard practice, they per-
fected their dance routines 
and gravity-defying stunts 
to amaze the crowd week 
after week. 
) 
Julie Balko, Sharon Belove, KeUi Blauth, Lauren 
Brady, Alaina Cara, Jess Eckert, Tiffany Friedman, 
Sarah Haas, Barbara Hale (captain), Karissa 
Higman, DanieUe lndelicato, Felicia McGill (cap-
tain), Courtney Moser, Brittany Perry, Chri.stine 
Ragsdale, Kristen Ricciardi, Ryan Romberger, 
Carmelina Staino, Jenna Sychterz, Erin Vanselous, 
and DanieUe Zupanovich 
Above: Ryan Romberger and Sharon Belove take 
a time out to smile for the camera during the 
homcomlng game. 
They learn they should never be satisfied 
And that with hard work their goals will not be 
denied. 
Above: Alaina Cara skillfully 
demonstrates the scorpion 
while her teammates 
support her from below. 
Below: The entire squad 
together to awe the crowd 
while performing three rllff"M&I 
lifts at the same time. 
Above: UC cheerleaders sho\l 
off their amazing flexibUit 
strength, and balance. 
Above: Seniors 
Krisen Ricciardi, 
Barbara Hale, Felicia 
McGHl, and )enna 
Sychterz pose for a 
m~~~M final photo together. 
Left: Another incred-
ible stunt by the UC 
porn poms to stir excitement in 
the crowd. 
Far left: The cheerleadtng 
squad spells it out for the 
crowd! Go Bears! 
Left: UC cheerleaders support 
their freshmen, literally, as 
Carmelina Staino is lifted by 
her friends below. 
Below: The bear's cheerlead-
ers get down and dirty during 
their halftime performance at 
homecoming. 
Above: Teammates Courtney 
Moser, Tiffany Friedman, 
Danielle Zupanovich, and Alaina 
Cara flash big smiles despite the 
wet weather. 
88 
The Men's and Women's Cross Country 
teams competed well this season. A large fresh-
men class, joined with members of the track 
team, helped the lady bears to place ninth in the 
conference and for the men to finish strong as 
well. There were some outstanding individual 
performances, but most importantly everyone 
showed improvement and the team came to-
gether as a whole. 
As individuals who met for the first time 
in late August, by the end of the season, in mid-
November, the team had become a "family, " as 
head coach Chris Bayless often refers to them. 
Led by captains Lynne Erickson, Maureen 
McCarthy, and Chris DeLeon, team spirit re-
mained high throughout the season and all team 
members were pleased with their accomplish-
ments. 
Score Card 




Paul Short Invitational 
Blue Jay Invitational 
DeSales Invitational 
CC Championships 






















Top: The Men's Cross-Country team 
huddles together before their race 
for some last minute preparation. 
Right: Captain Lynne Erickson 
pushes her way past the competi-
tion. 
Bottom Left: Senior Kevin Metz 
stays strong through the last leg of 
his race. 
Bottom Right: Erika Bradley and 
Am Stouch work together to finish 
their race. 
Row 1: Perrin Moses, Frank Szymanski, Alli Stouch, Steve Stern, Christa 
Johnson, Seth Schaffer, Stephanie Rogman Row 2: Sabir Peele, Audi 
McKenna, Dave Gildea, Sara McNally, Joesph Szymanski, Liz Brennan, Eric 
Wickersham, Maura McCarthy, lou DeMark, Juliet Bronstein Row 3: Coach 
Bayless, Maureen McCarthy, Chris Deleon, Stephanie Weir, Matt Granteed 
Natalie Rosenberg, Pat O'Neill, Erika Bradley, Brett Celinski, Lynne Erickso 
Coach Meyer Not Pictured: Britiany Gilbert, lydia Sanchez, Christina 
Stephenson, Andrew Clark, Kevin Metz, Mark Robidoux, Ben Schumacher 
Head Coach: Chris Bayless Asst. Coach: Kacie Meyer 
l1e Women's team groups 
ler and smiles after the 
lial Conference Champion-
it John Hopkin's. 
Cl.: Coach Chris Bayless and 
Kade Meyer pose with Cap-
Lynne Erickson, Maureen 
thy, and Chris DeLeon. 
Top Left: Cross-Country is not a 
glamorous sport! Team mem-
bers show-off their dirty sneak-
ers after a race through the mud 
and rain. 
Left: Members of the Women's 
Cross-Country team warm-up to-
gether before their race. 
Far Left: Freshmen Steph 
Rogman and Steph Weir 
push and encourage each 
other to the end of the 
race. 
Left: Freshman Seth 
Schaffer determinedly 
pounds his way through 
the toughest part of his 
race. 
Top Left: Freshman Maura 
McCarthy strongly and suc-
cessfully competes in her 
first collegiate cross-country 
season. 
Top Right: Senior Eric 
Wickersham rounds out his 
final season on the cross-
country team with a terrific 
finish. 
Top: Maura McCarthy, Maureen McCarthy, and Natalie 
Rosenberg "say cheese" after finishing their race. 
Far Left: Captain Chris DeLeon pumps his arms, as he 
sprints the last stretch of his race. 
Left: Sophomore Pat O'Neil focuses on achieving a new 
personal best time. 
r--__ _ 
The 2005-2006 Men's 
Soccer team proved to be 
moving forward in their efforts 
for a more dynamic team in 
one of the country's toughest 
Division III conferences. The 
close loss margins point to a 
strong defensive mentality, and 
with a little more luck and 
strong finishing, the team is a 
playoff-hopeful for next sea-
son. In addition, the team 
traveled to Virginia Beach in 
the beginning of October and 
created strong chemistry along 
the way. 
And to stare failure in the 
eye one has to be bold. 
Everyone has bitter memo-
ries of defeat; 




















Co-Captain Tommv Hanlin 
Score Card 1 
at Alvernia College W 2-1 
at Goucher L 0-1 
at Delaware Valley W 0-3 
at Wesley Collge L 0-8 
WASHINGTON L 1-3 
EASTERN L 0-2 
at Dickinson L 0-4 
HAVERFORD LOT 1-2 
at Gettysburg L 1-5 
at Virginia Wesleyan L 0 -6 
RICHARD STOCKTON L 0-3 
F&M L 0-3 
NEUMANN W 1-0 
MCDANIEL L 0-2 
at Johns Hopkins L 0-3 
at Cabrlni L 1-2 
at Swarthmore College L 0-3 
at Muhlenberg L 1-3 
Midfielder, Dan Callahan played 
consistently in the midfield. His 
speed and agility were key ele-
ments of the team's offense. 
Tom Hanlin was named to the 
2005 All-Centennial Conference 
team. Hanlin, a Senior defender 
and co-captain, earned his seconl 
All-CC nod as an honorable-
mention selection. He was 
selected as an honorable-mentlo~ 
choice in 2003 as well. 
Dustin Young was one member of 
large freshman class to aid the teal 
in rebuilding for the future. 
Jr Zach Coale, a member of the 
lted defensive group, will con-
~ the dynasty of strength and 
d in the back. 
As one of the team's three captains, 
Senior Jon Herting was a strong leader 
on and off the field. He played and 
.-.--n started all 18 games of the season. His 
fterce and aggressive play sparked strong 
play out of the rest of the team but also 
earned him 5 yellow cards. 
Co-Captain, Brian Berkowitzhada 70% 
save percentage and started all 18 
games. His strong fteld presence and 
direction from the goal helped his team 
on offense and in transition situations 
as well. 
PASSlON. 
Every victory and all 
good play was due to the 
team's strong sense of 
unity and love for the 
game. 
Sophomore Karl Kelchner was a 
key member of the denfense 
with his speed, 1-on-1 abilities, 
and growing offensive support. 
He and freshman Justin Faust 
will anchor the defense in the 
ael Norris, Ed de Gotta!, Brian Berkowitz, Dan Callahan, Tyler Johnson, Jon Herting, Dean Kelly, 
Reilly, Karl Kelchner, Brad Atkinson, Eric Requa, Corey Goldberg, Fabio Bevilacqua, Tom 
in, Othmane Boutayeb, Justin Faust, Ted Hooven, Dan Urban, Doug von Allmen, Russell Smith, 
Herr, Steve Sullivan, Paul Barsky, Brian Probert, Matt Racine, Zach Coale, Taylor Jones, Christo-
Bascom, Duncan Ramsey, Dustin Young, Matt Emberger, Shawn Gentile, Matt Papenberg 
Coach: Wayne McKinney Assistant Coach: Calvert Louden Jr. 
olleyball 
After a challenging and struggling 
season the Bears had to endure, the 
victory of their last game fell to John 
Hopkins in the finale. However that 
did not discourage the team to stop 
playing the game they truly love. Leah 
Rosin-Pritchar posted four kills, while 
Melissa George dished out nine as-
sists. Alison Hitchens led the team 
with seven digs for Ursinus. The Bears 
conduded their season 7-18 overall 
and 1-9 in conference play. 
No matter what the outcome of 
the Bears games, Ursinus supports 
and cheers for the team fully. 
Get ready for next season John 
Hopkins because we are coming 
with a full speed that you would not 
believe. GO BEARS! 
Score Card 
( Date Opponent Results 
9/8 DeSales L,1-3 
9/10 Immaculata W,3-0 
9/10 Kean W,3-1 
1 9/13 Univ. of the Sciences L,0-3 
9/16 Eastern L,0-3 
9/17 Lebanon Valley L,1-3 
9/17 Keuka L, 0-3 
9/20 Haverford L,0-3 
9/23 Elizabethtown L, 0-3 
9/23 Neumann L,2-3 
9/24 Wilkes W,3-2 
9/24 Scratnon L,0-3 
9/27 Franklin & Marshall L,1-3 
9/29 Gettysburg L,0-3 
10/1 McDaniel L,0-3 
10/1 Goucher W,3-0 
10/8 Dickinson L,1-3 
10/11 Swarthmore L, 1-3 
10/13 Arcadia L,2-3 
10/15 Washington L,0-3 
10/19 Muhlenberg L, 0-3 
10/22 Cheyney W,3-0 
10/22 Delaware Valley W,3-0 
10/25 Bryn Mawr W,3-0 
10/29 Johns Hopkins L,0-3 
Above Right: Melissa George & 
Kelly Hosier are ready for actionl 
Above left: Sophomore, Jill 
Alspach hits the ball to the other 
side. 
Jill Alspach, Alison Hitchens, Leah Rosin-Pritchard, Catriona Whitehead, Meghan Little, nem;;". ·, 
Gerrity, Kimberly Newton, MacKenzie Miller, Kathryn Spillane, Kelly Hosier, Melissa George 
Head Coach: Shawn Ganter Assistant Coach: Tim Stein, Tiffany Grove 
phomore, Leah Rosin-Pritchard has great form! 
lior, Melissa George isn't going to let this ball get 
r. 
s all about teamwork ladies! 
reshman, Kelly Hosier sets the ball up for her 
ltes. 
Ilow teamates are amazed by Junior Kim Newton's 
:lme strike. 




The 2005 Centennial Conference champs started their 
season in August when they traveled to Ireland. While 
abroad the Bears competed against four teams, winning 
every game. Once back in the States, the Bears contin-
ued to excel. Captain Mike McGarvey recorded his first 
collegiate triple double - 11 points, 10 rebounds and 10 
assists on Jan 18. in a home game against Muhlenburg. 
McGarvey has totaled 691 career assists to place him 
seventh on the Division III all-time assists chart. The 
Bears won the Centennial Conference for the second 
year in a row beating out John's Hopkins in the finals. 
Although they lost in the NCAA first round, the Bears 
had an amazing season with an overall record of 21-7 
























































Muhlenburg 70 74 
Washington" 92 80 
John's Hopkins% 100 82 
Farmingdale 82 93 
State' 
" Centennial Conference 
Semifinals 
% Centennial Conference 
Finals 
• First round NCAA 
McGarvey 
takes a shot. 
McEvily looks to pass. 
Team: Luke Marlow, Bret Jenkins, Mike McGarvey, Brian McEvUy, Matt Fabian, Eric Burnett, 
Nick Shattuck, John Noonan, Joe Scholz, Will Furey, Matt Brundage, Michael Shema 
Coaches: Kevin Small, Joe Rulewich, Steve Erfle, Dennis Stanton 
Manager: Chris Young 
Above: Senior, Mike 
McGarvey takes his time 
looking for the open player. 
Left: Men's Basketball team 




The 2005-2006 season has proved to be 
a very successful one for the Ursinus 
Womens' Basketball team. With an overall 
record of 13-11 and 10-8 in the Centennial 
Conference, the Bears are happy with their 
performance. Mary Kate Daley, a junior on 
the team, has been selected to the 2006 
USA Athletes 21U Basketball team. In June 
2006, she will travel to Melbourne, Austra-
lia to compete in the 2006 Tigers Invita-
tional Basketball Tournament. Also, Molly 
Guntli, a Junior, was named the Centennial 
Conference Player of the Week twice this 
season for the weeks of Nov. 28-Dec. 5 and 
Jan. 16-22. Head coach Jim Buckley is proud 
of his team's hard work and effort on the 
court. 
Opponent Score 
Alvernia W 69-54 
Messiah L 45-69 
Swarthmore L 53-54 
Washington W 61-40 
Gettysburg W 58-56 
Del Val W 77-59 
Haverford W 68-49 
Moravian L 48-52 
Albright L 49-57 
Bryn Mawr W 66-44 
McDaniel L 51-79 
Dickinson L 53-61 
Hopkins L 59-65 
Wilkes W 75-65 
Muhlenburg L 46-53 
Swarthmore W 57-51 
Haverford W 50-37 
Washington W 51-33 
F&M W 60-58 
Bryn Mawr W 60-36 
Dickinson L 40-52 
Gettysburg L 42-62 
Hopkins W 53-52 
Muhlenburg L 58-60 
Jenna Whylings cuts off her 
defender. 
Junior Stephanie Cavalier gets down 
low to blow by her defender. 
Team: Stephanie Cavalier, Dana Alf, Kate McMahon, Jenna Whyltngs, Kim Borrell, 
Mary Kate Daley, Kate McGirr, Sarah Hennessey, Tracy Maginnis, Julia Tramontana, 
Lauren White, Molly Guntli, 
Head coach: Jim Buckley, Assistants: Kristen Sullivan, Kim Spinks 
Alf attempts to fake out her 
opponent. 
~ Right: Sarah 
!ssey brings the ball 
the court. 
! Left: Senior Julia 
Intana prepares to take 
shot. 
The girls show support 
~ir teammates. 
Kelly Borrell passes her defender and 
goes in for the shot. 
Junior Mary Kate Daley gets by two defenders on 
a drive to the basket. 
Molly Guntli looks for an open player. 
People choose to be athletes because it can give, so many chall 
The Ursinus College Gymnastics 
Team may be small in size, but 
certainly not in talent or determina-
tion. The ten-member team, led by 
head coach Jeff Schepers and co-
captains Junior Jess Furman and 
Sophomore Melissa Garman, had a 
tough road ahead of them at the 
beginning of the season. After los-
ing three members last year, the 
Bears were faced with the challenge 
of replacing a large portion of their 
team, as well as keeping up the 
momentum from their great season 
last year. In spite of all this, the 
team gained three great freshmen 
this year to help add to what was 
already a very talented group of 
young women. With this new por-
2006 Schedule & 
Results 
Opponent Score 
@Penn 3 out of 4 
Wilson W, 172.975-164.8 
@Temple 4 out of 4 
@ Brockport L, 175.8-179.675 
Penn Cancelled 
,@ Towson Invitational 5 out of 5 
Temple!West Chester 2 out of 3 
Eastern Michigan L 178-8 - 191.225 
@Wilson W 177.650 -160.125 
ECAC's 2 out of 8 
NCGA @ Brockport TBA 
So many challenges-- the real way to live. 
Mastering techniques, feeling pressure think-
ing fast... 
tion of their team intact they 
worked to grow as a team and 
planned the best event line-ups for 
the year. Their season started off 
fair with a 3rd place finish at their 
first meet. Furman was also hon-
ored by being named to ESPN The 
Magazine Academic All-District II 
College Division at-large team. Thus 
far the Bears have gained a 2-2 
record to their name and look for-
ward to continue performing their 
"crazy tricks in 2006" ! 
Below: Junior Laura Davis skillfully arches her 
body during her balance beam routine. 
Marques performs a ~~~.~'u '" 
ex.tension during her routine 
on the uneven bars. 
Melissa Garman, Laura Davis, Amy Edson, Jessica Furman, Victoria Langton, 
Emily Marques, Bree Morrissey, Laura Ng, Tracey Smith, Amanda Wellbaum 
Head Coach: Jeff Schepers 
dominates his opponent on 
the mat. 
Left: 2005 and 2006 NCAA 
All - American, Mike 
Troutman breathes a sigh of 
relief after he is declared the 
winner of his match. 
Right: Sophomore J.J. Weltler 
stands ready while eyeing up 
his compettion. 
The men of the Ursinus Col-
lege Wrestling team may seem 
reserved outside of the gym, 
but they are truly a force to be 
reckoned with on the mats. 
With a packed season filled 
with tough competitors and 
journeys up and down the 
East coast, the team of strong-
willed young men knew that 
this year would be no walk in 
the park. Despite the adver-
sity they encountered and the 
individual struggle of each 
wrestler, the team experi-
enced a season of domina-
tion. Not only did they have 
an impeccable record of 15+ 
1, but they were also unde-
feated in Centennial Confer-
ence (7-0) and won their 
fourth straight Centennial 
Conference title. The Bears 
also had four men compete at 
the NCAA Championships, 
with Mike Troutman earning 
his second All-American title. 
2005-2006 Schedule & Results 
Opponent 
@ Monarch lnv. @ King's 
Fall Brawl 
@ Petrofes lnv. @ Messiah 
vs. Lawrence @ Citrus Open 
vs. Rhode Island @ Citrus Open 
vs. Concordia @ Citrus Open 
@ Citrus Open @ Ft. Lauderdale 
vs. Trinity A 
vs. Wartburg A 
vs. Plymouth StateA 
vs. Mlr 
Brute-Adidas Invitational 







vs. King's @ NYU 
vs. NY Maritime @ NYU 
vs. McDaniel' 
vs. Wash. & Lee' 
Score 
5 out of 12 
No Team Score 









Allred, Mark Barber, Jordan Baumeister, Brian Boland, Adam Bucci, 
Capella, Jon Cherry, Dan Glover, Morgan Hoffman, Willie Katinowsky, 
Keyser, Steve Kingsland, Eddie Murray, Nlck Paxton, Lorenzo 
Chris Springer, Mike Troutman, J.J. Weltler, Matt Williams, Dan 
, Matt Wolf 
@ CC Championships 
'-Centennial Conference Opponents 
A-North/South Duals 












lout of 8 
Coach: Bill Rackh 
Men's & Women's 
imming 
There were a number of new 
faces on the pool deck this season. 
Joining the freshmen class, the team 
of Head Coach Mark Feinberg and 
Assistant Coach Jerilyn Blaxland, 
entered their first season coaching at 
Ursinus. Their combined swimming 
and coaching experience helped the 
Men and Women Bears to swim 
strong this year. 
The incoming class contributed 
talent and depth to the swim team. 
Freshman Andrew Piasecki stepped 
it up with a standout first season on 
the men's team. Not only did he help 
to score points, but he was one of 
the Centennial Conference's top 
2005-2006 Schedule & Results 
Opponents Score 
breaststrokers. All the freshmen saw 
major improvement in their times and 
skills now competing at the collegiate 
level. 
While the new coaching staff led 
the team in training, the captai~s, 
Chanelle Houston, Val Schartel, and 
Andy Will, led the team in spirit. Their 
encouragement to cheer on their 
teammates at meets was evident, 
since the Bears were always the 
loudest on the deck. 
Overall, all team members were 
satisfied with their performance and 
had an enjoyable season. Their hard 
work and intense training schedule 
paid off in the end! 
McDaniel W: L, 33-62; M: L, 42-52 1 
Drew W: W, 109-69; M: W, 74-56 
Gettysburg W: L, 37-166; M: L, 42-142 
Swarthmore W: L, 111-135; M: L, 73-142 
Dickinson W: L, 68-136; M: L, 64-133 
Arcadia W: W, 100-83; M: W 99-84 
Leb. Valley W: W, 115-87; M: W 119-82 
York 
F&M 
W: L, 89-116; M: L, 79-110 
W: L, 62-126; M: L, 60-131 
Washington W: L, 72-130; M: L, 50-126 
Bryn Mawr W: W, 110-75 J 
Above: Captain and Senior, Andy 
Will, pushes himself the last few 
yards of his race to beat the 
competition. 
Learning to work 
together as a team, 
having a season that 
occurred just once 
in a dream .... 
Women's Team: Mollie Cherson, Laura Freitag, Catie Hanlon, Jonelle Hedrick, Chanelle Houston, Caitlin McHugb 
Catherine Palchak, Kaite Perkins, Carrie-Beth Possick, Natalie Rosenberg, Valery Schartel, Kate Snyder, Alii 
Stouch, Kimberly Stover 
Men's Team: Matt Appelbaum, Mike Gibson, Ryan Kennedy, Clay Lewis, Steven Malagari, Brandon Peer, Andre'l 
Piasecki, Robert Scheinfield, Patrick Waldron, Andy Will 
Head Coach: Mark Feinberg Assistant Coach: Jerilyn Blaxland Manager: Karin Swartz 
;pending the fall semester abroad, Senior Steve Malagari was 
:0 re-join the team. His intensity was reflected in his freestyle 
ie Cherson, a Freshman, glides through the water 
nming the freestyle . 
After a stellar breaststroke race, Andrew Piasecki, a Fresh-
man, regains his breath while relaxing on the laneline. 
Stroking her way into the wall, freshman Cath Ralchak 
quickly turns over her breaststroke. 
Looking strong and smooth in the water, Junior Brandon 
Peer, is a tough competitor in the distance freestyle event. 
rack 
Bears started out with a great season for our 
Indoor Track and Field this year. 
Bears hosted the Frank Colden Invitational 
on February 04, 2006, where the Men's Team 
finished third place. 
Matt Granteed broke the record for the 
fourth time this season leading his team to a 
third place finish at the invitational. He sets the 
mark in the preliminaries, then beating that 
time with a 7.86 finish, placing him in the first 
place and the record. He was not the only one 
who contributed to Ursinus record Brandon 
ield 
Evans won themen's high jump and)osh Hannum 
won the 200 Meter Dash race to help place 10 
points on the Bears record, totaling 62 points that 
afternoon. Matt Terry came third in the Men's 
long jump and fifth in the 200 Meter Dash. Matt 
Malone came in fourth in the Pole vault, while Pat 
O'Neill came in ninth in the mile race. 
On the women's side, even though Towson 
took first place with 149 points, Ursinus grabbed 
eighth place out of 14 teams with a total of 16 
points. Britiany Gilbert finished fifth in the 55 
Meter Dash. She also took seventh place in the 
200 Meter Dash, while teammate Ama 
Leatherman took eighth place. In the high 
Sara Schubel tied for seventh with a height 
Mary Ellen Flynn set a personal-best throw in 
put. 
This is just the beginning of our Track T 
season and look at what they have already 
accomplished. We cannot wait for their next 
meet so we can have another victory. 
a whole wants to say, HKeep up the good 
and three cheers for vlctory!" 
Men's Team Score Women's Team Score 
Schools Scores Schools Scores 
1. West Chester 76 1. Townson 149 
2. Muhlenberg 65 2. Haverford 57 
3. Ursinus 62 3. Gettysburg 56 
4. Rowan 46 
5. Gettysburg 41 
4. West Chester 53 
5. Muhlenberg 44 
6. Hagerstown CC 40 6. American 26 
7. US MMA 36.5 7. Cabrini 20 
8. American 27.9 8. Ursinus 16 
9. Loyola 15 9. Loyala 14 
10. Stevens 12 10. Rowan 12 
10. Swarthmore 12 
12. Cabrini 10 
11. CC of Philadelphia 10 
12. Swarthmore 4 
13. Cumerland CC 8 
14. Albright 7 
13. Bryn Mawr 
15. CC of Philadelphia 4 
13. Keystone 1 
16. Keystone 2.5 
M. Antonelli; T. M. Caruso; B. Celinski; A. Clark; J. Davis; C. DeLeon; L. DeMark; F. DiMeglio; V. DiMeglio; 
Dolliver; B. Evans; M. Flores; D. Gildea; C. Goldberg; M. Govern; M. Granteed; J. Hannum; M. Higgins; 
Katinowsky; M. Malone; K. Metz; K. Michener; A. Miller; P. O'Neill; S. Peele; B. Pendergast; S. Phillips; 1. 
Poncz; F. Rothenberger; S. Schaffer; B. Schumacher; S. Stern; S. Sullivan; F. Szymanski; J. Szymanski; 
Taylor; J. Teigler; M. Terry; M. Weise; M. Weyrauch; P. Wigfall; M. Wolf; G. Zara; J. Ziegler; 
Head Coaches: Chris Bayless; Kacie Meyer; lbrain Medina; Maggie Brill; Emily Vorn; Jerry Shatzer 
1. Ready, Set, Go! Steve Stern, 
Brandon Evans and Matt Terry. 
Mike Malone is ready to fly. 
Junior Mike Antonelli jumps 
over his first hurdle. 
6 
4. Heather Marino is 
ready to set her own 
personal record in the 
shot put. 
5. Amanda Letherman 
clears the hurdle way 
ahead of her opponents. 
6. Britiany Gilbert goes 
for the long jump. 
1. The women of 
Ursinus hang in with 
the crowd. 
8. Coach Bayless is 
prepping the team up. 


Beardwood Chemical Society 
Lori Kandrick, Jessica Gallagher, Lisa InJaian, Dave Thomas 
Not Pictured: Dave Hamalian 
Brownback Anders Pre-Med Society 
Jaynine Vado, Matt Meeker, Salta Zouande, Renee Chiode, Laurie Rodio, Lisa Injaian, Chanelle 
Houston, Suzanne Smith, Rachael Keller, Regina Walsh, Megan Jones, Sarah Shaw, Josh 
Pregnar, Lydia Sanchez, Rebecca Rowley, Mohsin Ali, Mohammed Coutractor, Jeremiah Long, 
Laura Davis 
Phi Epsilon Kappa 
Shannon O'Malley, Gina Salvi, Ashley Ettinger, Jessica Rogers, Carly Chiriano, Stef Cavalier, 
Sharon Belove 
Not Pictured: Frank Mallon 
Beta Beta Beta 
Amanda Wilson, Regina Wilson, Megan Jones, Matt Sundheim, Derek Zimmer, Jeff Olimpo, 
Lynnsey Zueier, Lydia Sanchez, Matt Meeker, Amy Guminskt, Marina Torres 
Phi Alpha Theta 
Domenic Terpolilli, Carolyn Faris, Caitlin McGuire, John O'Donnell 
Pre-Legal Society 
Courtney Root, Patricia Ciucci, John O'Donnen, Lauren Wise, Ashley Basla 
Psychology Club 
Jen McQuate, Christina Burton, Latiska Sharper, Courtney Root, Stephanie Guiliano, Amelia 
Heck, Fauve Young-Morrison, Samantha Eric, Amber Adkins, Felicia Chou, Sarah Smethie, 
Jenine Weber, Meghan Murphy, Shannon Myers 
Berman Buddies 
Shannon Santillo-Herbert, Doren Peterson, Jen MingoleUo, Jennifer McQuate, Elizabeth 
Bollinger 
The Grizzly 
Kerri Landis, Cecily MacConchie, Cynthia Ritter, Ali Wagner, Jon Gagas, Bart Brooks 
Not Pictured: Heather Turnbach, Ivy McDaniels, Matt Pastor, Dave Marcheskie, Matt 
Krollkowski, Helena Ubb, Katie Blanchard 
UCTV 
Dave Marcheskie, Turquoise Johnson, Christina Fulcher, Derek Zimmer 
Residence Hall Association 
Kate Conner, Matt Sundheim, Derek Zimmer, Steve Larson, Lindy Cartrite, Julia Llckfield, 
Christina Spivey 
Campus Activities Board 
Julia Lickfield, Courtney Root, Stephen Edelmen, Brian Schultz, Matt Sundheim, Stephanie 
Guiliano, Rachel Greenly, Kate Conner 
Ursinus Student Government Association Officers 
Sarah Kennedy, Lisa InJaian, Amanda d' Amico, Patrick Waldron, Vince Rossomando, Cris 
Mathew 
2006 Class Officers 
Cristiana Costa, Vince Rossomando, Kelly DeBow, Sarah Kennedy, Cris Mathew 
2007 Class Officers 
Blaine McEvoy, Louis DeMark, )anine Herring, Mikala Pacifique, Tiffany Friedman 
2008 Class Officers 
I , 
, ---
Rob Ellison, Sally Brosnan, Megan Helzner, Anastasia Wohar, Sage Corwin 
French Club 
Luke Marlow, Salia Zouande, Katie Perkins, Dina Yarmus, Bree Dager, Clement Barou, 
Lawrence, Caitlin Kennedy, Elsa James 
Investment Club 
Dan Ubo, Lan Omohundro, John Dirico, Greg Hoffman, Alex Palaseth 
International Relations Club 
Chris Primavera, Lauren Wise, Marina Bitar, Amanda D'Amico, Allie Hunter, Sarah Jarvis, 
Caitlin Maddox 
UC Democrats 
Joanna Cretella, Erin Pollard, Dan Devlin, Dennis Vondran, Lauren Wise, Christina Manton, 
Dane diFebo, Jon Reth, Demian Canosa, Janine Herring, Rebecca Cohen, Cris Mathew ~, 
I, • 
Association of Latino Students Motivated to Achieve 
Jennifer Peterson, Dana Yancey, Nancy Fernandez, Ashia Downing, Graciela Gallo, Daniela Paul, Shawntee Rudd, 
Marisa Meana, Thomas Russell lll, Carolina Contreras, Amber Howard, Patrick Wigfall, Jamie Beckford, Eboni 
Heyward, Chanelle Houston, Jaynine Vado, Latoya Brown, Darron Harley, Whitney Woodall, Lauren Canas, Paola 
Correa, Shannon Brown, Lindsey Rodriguez, Chris Wynne, Larry Barr Jr., Ena Marshall, Claudia DeCourcey, Shonn 
Sheadds, Leah Davila, Marina Torres, Jenn McCann 
Sankofa Umoja Nia 
Brittany Bell, Priscilla BUdge, Issac Brown, Jessica Brown, LaToya Brown, Christina Burton, Calv1n Carthan Jr., Sabrina Cl 
Madeline Coleman, CaroUn Contreras, Larissa Cordova, Leah Davila, Rachel Dani.el, Claudia DeCourcey, Ashi.a Downing, 
Juliet Emas, Mike Flores, Christina Fulcher, Brittany GUbert, Qwenton Gill, Micheal Gram, Darron Harley, Eboni Heyward, 
Kristina HU\, Chanelle Houston, Amber Howard, Turquoise Johnson, Lindsey Kunkel, Ena Marshall, Taylor Martin, Brittan 
McRae, Nikkia Moss, Akasha Nelms, Mrs. Paulette Patton, Daniela Pau\' Jennifer Peterson, Priscilla Portes, Kathleen 
Pressoir, Wynton Rice, Shawntee Rudd, Thomas Russell, Anani Samuels, Shannon Santillo-Herbert, LaTisha Sharper, Sho 
Shearlds, Matthew Terry, Jennifer Thompkins, DiAndra Thompson, Evan Thornburg, Bria Tyler, Alison Walker, Jennifer 
Washington, Patrick Wigfall, Whitney Woodall, Julian Wright, Brian Wynder, Dana Yancey, Salia Zouande 
Southeast Asian Student Association 
Ali Wagner, Felicia Chou, Mohsin AU, Menaka Gopalan, Clement Barou, Aseem Balhara 
Muslim Student Association 
Rami Faray, Mohsin AU, Mohammed Contractor 
Voices in Praise 
Amber Howard, Brittany Gilbert, Chanelle Houston, Dana Yancey, Daniela Paul, Darron 
Harley, DtAndra Thompson, Eboni Heyward, Jennifer Peterson, Julian Wright, Larry Barr, 
Lattsha Sharper, Leah Davila, Lindsey Kunkel, Patrick Wigfall, Shawntee Rudd, Shonn 
Shearlds, Latoya Brown, Taylor Martin 
Bearitones 
Cris Mathew, Patrick Waldron, Aseem Balhara, Rob Ellison, Matt Caruso, Dereck Lafontant, 
Tim Garay, Andrew A. MUler 
Ursinus Music Society 
Cris Mathew, Patrick Waldron, Aseem Balhara, Rob Ellison, Matt Caruso, Dereck Lafontant, 
Tim Garay, Andrew A. Miller, Lisa lnjaian 
Escape Velocity 
Michael Flores, Kate Conner, Fauve Young-Morrison, Nathan Dawley 
Ursinus Fencing Association 
Felicia Chou, Brian Kennedy, Darren McGlinchey, Gary T. Burnett Jr., Ketty GassIer, 
Greg Carson, Bridget Taylor, Jon Gagas, Thomas Dixon, Patrick Gasda 
SCUBA 
Jon Roth, Alexander Palosek, Greg Hoffman, Sally Brosnan, Emily McGrath, Xie Tracz, 
Jessica Gallagher, Mike Gibson 
UC Table Tennis Association 
Luke Marlow, Mark Dennis, Mohsin AU, Megan Helzner, Rami Farag 
Crocheting and Knitting Qub 
Jennifer McQuate, Regina Walsh, Megan Jones, Sarah Shaw, Alexis Romano, Rebecca 
Rowley, Sara Biondi, Carolyn Faris, Caitlin Ruff, Deidre Delpino, Meghan Bourier, Amy 
Guminski, Caroline Boyer 
Mike Antonelli, Adam Bucci, Mike Curran, Dan Devlin, Robert Ebling, Alex Ernst, Jason Every, Josh Frear, Tim Frey, 
David Hamalian, Clay Hazelett, Donnie Lambert, Candy Lane, Chris Lussos, Cris Matthews, Colm McCarthy, Pat 
Mulhern, Ashley Panicker, Nicholas Paxton, Christian Pfeiffer, Zachary Poe, Cole Racich, Frank Rothenberger, Chris 
Schulz, Matthew Sender, Brendan Shaw, Dan Shaw, Eric Ellis, Dray Smith, Chris Springer, Jack Teed, JJ Weltler, 
Chris Wierzbowski, Klaus Yoder, Alex Zecchino 
Women's Rugby 
Julie Bodkin, Sally Brosnan, Kristen Brown, DanieUe Carcia, Renee Craig, Monica Crawl, Claire DeRosen, 
Juliet Emas, Samantha Erle, Candice Esparra, Emily Files, Jeanette Graham, Nina Graham, Karen 
Guardiani, Caitlin Hanlon, Alexandra Hunter, Sarah Jarvis, Bonnie Kaas, Theresa Leichner, Eva Linden, 
Jaime Malarchik, Rachel Margolis, Sheila Marrero, Julie Merkt, Chelsey Morien, Kathleen Nunn, Caitlin 
O'Conner, Tarah Pearson, Robin Pierce, Elysia Price, Lisa Rake, Dana Roach, Laurie Rodio, Kart Sears, 
Larissa Stuckey, Kristina Tamny, Kelsey Threatte, Carolyn Vogt 
Students Together Against Rape 
Sally Brosnan, Jessica Gallagher, Erin Hoban, Stacyee Wacyee, Kate Feighery, Lauren 
Davila, Heather Kennedy, Kelly DeBow, Marci Logan, Liz Swienton, Shawntee Rudd, 
Alex Frey, Leah Davila, Jenn Peterson 
The Gay/Straight Alliance 
Kerri Landis, Robin Pierce, Andrew Miller, Shannon Santillo-Herbert, Kelly GassIer, 
Lindsey Stone, Joanna Cretella, PJ diGiacomo 
Not Pictured: Lauren Wise 
Best Buddies 
Jennifer McQuate, Stephanie Guiliano, Fauve Young-Morrison, Meghan Murphy, Sage 
Corwin, Dana Piraino, Amber Adkins, Erin Pollard, Sarah Smethie, Alison Tinguely 
Hillel 
Ali Wagner, Megan Helzner, Blaine McEvoy, Naomi Manon, Lauren Wise, Rebecca 
Rowley 
SERV 
Laura Davis, Alex Frey, David Thomas, Larissa Stucky, Julia Spivack, Amber Adkins, 
Sarah Spencer, Ashley Egresitz, Rebecca Rowley, Neal Cooper, Ryan Lenhart, Kenton 
Woodard, Alex Palasek, Shannon Santillo-Herbert 
Not Pictured: Regina Walsh, Sarah Shaw 
FLORENCE, ITALY 
Fall 2005: This group of Ursinus students hangs out at a bar called the Fountain while 
abroad. 
CAPRI, ITALY 
Fall 2005: Corinne Liccketto, Callie Pagano, Erin Padovani, and Barb Donald soak up the 
rays in gorgeous Capri. 
PORTUGAL 
FaU2005: Virginia Santos, Antoinette Gardner, Melina Muscarella, and Ashley Bottari take 
a trip to Portugal while studying abroad in Sevilla. 
PARIS, FRANCE 
Spring 2006: These Parisians are taking in aU the sites of the most romantic city in the 
world! 
TUEBINGEN,GERMANY 
Fall 2005: This group of Ursinus studnets enjoy their last night in Germany. 
CUERNAVACA, MEXICO 
Winter 2005: Seniors Meghan Little and Melissa Fatale take a picture with their host 
family during Christmas Eve festivities in Mexico. 
COSTA RICA 
Winter 2005: Anthony Natale seems to be enjoying his lovely company in Costa Rica. 
VENICE, ITALY 





Brian Boland, Andrew Bonsall, Kyle Borreggine, Kyle Capella, Jack Cowden, Matt 
Fralen, Justin Frassoni, Even Gallo, Nick Grose, Matthew Jost, John Katch, Willie 
Katinowsky, John Kelly, Adam Longino, Dave Marcheskie, Eddie Murray, Kevin 
Rowles, Tyler Schartel, Michael Troutman, Adam Vasquez 
Ragsdale, Christine Snyder, Stacey Garcia, Jenna Krier, Mallory Jones, Jill Alspach, Lindsay Ott, 
asia Wohar, Allison Wechtler, Victoria Bisbing, Juliet Bronstein, Caitlin Cleary, Lauren Davila, Laura 
Stacia Detter, Allison Doutt, Danielle Falkowski, Kelly Field, Jenna Filipkowski, Michele Finney, 
a George, Lauren Goldstein, Michaela Gorman, Sarah Haas, Janine Herring, Alison Hitchens, 
Kask, Heather Kennedy, Esther Kim, Reena KoodathU, Joyce Koubaroulis, Caitlin Massey, 
McHugh, Catherine Morello, Courtney Moser, Chelsea Potts, Jillian Proniewych, Kathryn 
Leah RosinPritchard, Natalie Schroeter, Sarah Smethie, Christina Stephenson, Heather 
Jenine Weber, Karen Wendler, Jessica Burgoyne, Juliane Katz 
~~--------~~~ 
2005 - 2006 Brothers: 
Mayur Amin, Seth Bakes, Dan Dean, Ron Donato, Bill Eppler, Joel Ford, Brian Giuliani, 
Terry Kelley, David Kiefer, Colin McCarthy, Richard Newby, Andrew Pepin, Jon 
Pometto, Tim Seibert, D Mann 
,James Foehrenbach, Sam Greenfield, Pat Roesle 
~13 5 
~.~g~iiiiJl2005 -2006 Brothers: 
John Bame, John Bojazi, Mike Delaurentis, Riley Gilbert, Corey Greco, Brian Kennedy, 
Chris Magee, Frank Mallon, Steven Markoe, Ryan Marsico, Lion Nealy, Dan Ortiz, Chr 
Primavera, Ryan Saxton, Adam Schmidt, James Texeira, Joe Wasserkrug 
)5 - 2006 Sisters: 
ssa Kletsko, Rachel Nagourney, Lauren Perotti, Kristin Carter, Sherrell Dandy, 
=y Ferdinand, Catherine Fusco, Casey Joy, Marlena McMahon-Purk, Virginia 
os, Meghan Maguire, Jocabed Ortiz, Sonia Gonzalez, Cecilia Wilson, Erin 
;elous, Sharlene Brown 
Corey Bolander, Kate Bradley, Natalie DlFeliciantonio, Kathy Durso, Melissa Fatale, Karen 
---.. Michelle Hofmann, Gloria Kandrick, Ellie Knise, Meghan Little, Martha Neilsen, Katie Rickert Liane 
Roberts, Hollie Schwarz. Jaime Stanton, Brenda Stevens, Julia Azambuja, Jennifer Brook, Melissa 
Buckley, Courtney Egan, Lisa Elphick, Amelia Heck, Kelly Magnin, Blair Reddish, Shanna Spiro, 
Christine Chen, Jamie Doperak, Brittany Lane, Tarah Pearson, Caitlin Quinn, Amanda Wilson 
; - 2006 Sisters: 
lapp, Ryan Romberger, Christiana Costa, Kristin Gorman, Sharon Belove, Marina Torres, Marina 
aitlin Kennedy, Amanda Wilson, Angela Sterner, Tavenner Karlson, Tori Langton, Aimee Wright, 
ychterz, Megan Eleftherion, Jenn McCann, Julie Kryzesinski, Ashley Bryson, Brittnay Perry, Katie 
Lydia Snachez, Melina Muscarella, Barbara Hale, Tiffany Friedman, Kristen Ricciardi, Erin 
ni, Charity Bishop, Alaina Cara, Kate Schilling, Callie Pagano, Jessica Narin, Arliegh King, Chanelle 
Gina Barbeiri, Laura Freitag, Johanna Engel, Barb Donald, Corrinne Liccketo, Steph Levistsky, 
Cynthia Ortiz 
Andrew Shindel, Ryan Lenhart, Bartholomew Brooks, Steve Malagari, Elkan Weis, 
Thomas Group, Dereck Lafontant, Adam Davis, Ryan Norris, Jason Knapp, Dave 
~~_i berlain, Jack Scott, Brandon Brown, John Bera, Jesse Kremenak, Mat Miehling, Jason 
Silverman, Brad Smith, Eric Smith, Luke Sullivan, Jeffrey T eigler, Dave Thomas 
15 - 2006 Brothers: 
m Canas, Ramon Clark, Jason Entezari, Mark lacolucci, Michael Lichtenstein, Dann 




'5 - 2006 Brothers: 
La Bhattacharya, Brad Bowen, Mike Curran, Jason Davis, James Domestico, Sean 
lhoe, Jabie Drescher, Keith Fowler, John Gantner, Corey Goldberg, Gabe Huck, Joe Joyce, 
Krysa, Mike Malone, Frank Martlngano, Colby Moyer, Anthony Natale, Steve Ordog, 
Simon, Craig Stevenson, Eric Sulock, Justin Traino, Nate Wagner, Patrick Waldron 
Dave Campeau, Kyle Cleaver, John Cooper, James Hunt, James Garner, Andy Koran Dave 
Kowaleski, Ctis Mathew, Matt Meeker, Winston Miller, Nick Shriver, Dom Spaventa,Len 
Trappenese, Owen Weaver, Grant VanRanst, Mike Bongarzone, Jason Brown,Demian 
Brenden Connor, Travis Damm, Rob Ebling, Blaine McEvoy, Alex Miron, James Wittenberg, 
Ryan Daley, Justin Donovan, Rob Ellison, Chris Frazier, Santiago Guillen, Bo Maguire, Ryan 
Pauline 
Bollinger, Juliet Emas, Meghan Murphy, Caroline Boyer, Sam Aly, Vanessa 
h, Rachel Bower, Patricia Ciucci, Jacqui Jacobs, Sara Maioli, Kate O'Neill, Theria 
Ashley Basla, Kate D'Andrea, Abby Hare, Lauren Rees, Jocelyn Samolewicz, 
Adkins, Laura Glace, Rachael Greenly, Megan Helzner, Erica Kaminski, Helena 
Ali Wagner 
Jill Reganato, Deborah Jensen, Allison Wagner, Alison Blum, Gina Salvi, Wendi Frank, Jessica Fean, 
Valery Schartel, Jaime McCormick, Lauren Wise, Melissa Dunn, Amanda Damico, Victoria Rosi, 
Gray, Kate Connor, Lynne Erickson, Samanth Erie, Rayne Grube, Caitlin Hanlon, Jonelle Hedrick, 
Emily Landgraf-Kimball, Christina Liberatore, Julia Lickfield, Andrea Mack, Kate Rettstadt, Jennifer 
Pfaff, Kathryn Spillane, Mikala Paci.fique, Christina Spivey, Lauren Washam, Logan Conklin, Corinne 
Coates, Kristen Hildebrand, Chelseea Morin, Allyson Shicora, Allison Stouch 
)5 - 2006 Sisters: 
Sara Campbell, Felicia Chou, Rebecca Cohen, Michelle Heayn, Claire de 



















Business & Economics 
Milltown, N} 
"Forget about the 
books .... It's aU about the 
friends. " - Joel 
Matthew Ryan 
Baney 
Exercise & Sport 
Science 
Deptford, N} 


















"Be young, think smart, 
stay true 
and just follow your heart." 
- Atalis 
Marina NabU Bitar 









Thanks to my friends and 
family for believing in me. I 
love you all. 
"Take what you can from your 
dreams; make them as real as 
anything" - Dave Matthews 
"Do not fear mistakes. There 
are none." - Miles Davis 
Zachary T. Bitzer 
Chemistry 
Mount Wolf, PA 
Sara Marie Biondi 
East Asian Studies 
Durham, NH 
"Nothing is ever finished, 
nothing is ever perfect, but 
over and over again the 
race of men gets another 
chance to do better than 
last time, ever and again 
without end." - Robert A. 










"A thought, even a 
possibility, can shatter and 
transform us." - Friedrich 
Nietzsche 














Art and East Asian 
Studies 
Shamong, N} 
moves pretty fast. If 
don't stop and look 
once in awhile, you 
could miss it." 
- Ferris BueUer 
Corey Jayne 
Bolander 
Political Science and 
Environmental Studies 
Millerton, NY 
"We do not inherit the 
earth from our ancestors; 
we borrow it from our 
















Merion Station, PA 
Britton Elizabeth 
Bongaardt 
Business & Economics 
and Spanish 
Springfield, PA 
"plvs 0 vItre - there is more" 
Bart Henry Brooks 
Media & Communica-
tion Studies 
Island Heights, N} 
"Don't carry the world upon 
your shoulders, for . . .it' s the 
fool who plays it cool by 
making his world a little 
colder." - Paul McCartney 
"You may say I'm a 
dreamer, but I'm not the 










" ... being confident of this 
very thing, that He who 
has begun a good work in 
you wUl complete it until 
the day of Jesus 


















Psychology and French 
Harleysville, PA 
"Life is short. Live it up." 
Great times UC! My 
friends have made me who 
I am- love you guys! 
504ever. UCSBT. cm-off 
the heazy! Fam- THANK 
YOU; wouldn't be here 















"Make It a point to appreci-
ate the life you lead don't 
rush the days you'll wish 
they stayed for one year 
later." 
David Philip Carrier 
Biology 
Fleetwood, PA 
"Only a life lived for 
others is a life worth-
while." 
-.... , . ...,.,~~ 
~.,,'i' ! .""it. ,;.1. • .• 























50 just live. Make mistakes 
and have wonderful Urnes. 
But never second guess 
who you are, where you 
have been, and most 
importantly, where you 
are going. 5&TC 






ness & Economics 
Croix, US Virgin 
Islands 
ler let your successes 
J your head or your 
es go to your heart." 
llways have a choke. 
1 shoot fOT the moon 
miss, you'll still be 
mg the stars. Con-






"The debt of gratitude we 
owe our mother and father 
goes forward, not back-
ward. What we owe our 
parents is the bill pre-
sented to us by our 
children." - Nancy Friday 






ies & TI1eatre and 
English 
Freeport, NY 
Kelly Ann DeBow 
Business & Economics 
South Brunswick, N} 
"Know all the possibilities 
of your impossible dream." 
104 SBT 
Adam James Davi.s 











Lower Gwynedd, PA 
Daniel J. Devlin 
Politics 
Allentown, PA 
"The test of our progress 
is not whether we add 
more to the abundance of 
those who have much-it is 
whether we provi.de 
enough for those who 













"Now she's wild with 
expectations on the edge 








































Drexel Hill, PA 
I realize everyone's expect-
ing me to say something 
clever here. TI1at's most 
unfortunate. So I'll leave it at 
this: Pants, Shirt and Shoes -
Masters of Unacceptable 
Conversations. PS: Z-Apaato 
totally kicked the Real 
World's ... let's just say rear-
end 
Justin Michael Ellis 
Exercise & Sport 
Science 
Bensalem, PA 
"If you always put limits 
on everything you do, 
physical or anything else. 
It will spread into your 
work and your life. There 
are no limits. There are 
only plateaus, and you 
mustn't stay there, you 





Lafayette I-fill, PA 
"There's no sin worse in 
life than being boring, and 
nothing worse than letting 
other people tell you what 
to do. Live everyday like 
it's your birthday." Big 
thank you to my parents, 
Lisa, my cats, and my 
OChl girls! 




Studies & Theatre 
Philadelphia, PA 
No one's really watching 
close enough to remember 
what they see you do or 
say; they'll forget it eventu-
ally. To good times with 
good friends: SB, RB, S), 
AH, AH. Love you Mom, 









as if your were to 
tomorrow. Learn as if 












Johanna Sasha Engel 
Exercise & Sport Science 
Minor: Psychology 
Gladwyne, PA 
To all my friends and family, 1 
truly love you with all of my 
heart, thank you for every-
thing! 
"Take what you can from your 
dreams, make them as real as 
anything." - Dave Matthews 
Carolyn Gregory 
Faris 




Exercise & Sports 
Science 
Schwenksville, PA 








We all take different paths 
in life, but no matter 
where we go, we take a 
little of each other every-
where. l04. 








New Hope, PA 






East Asian Studies and 
International Relations 
Oak Hill, VA 
John Gary Field~ 
Biology 
Landsdale, PA 




Joel Spencer Ford 




If you never did you 
should, these things are 





Ridley Park, PA 




"The difference between a 
successful person and 
others is not a lack of 
strength, not a lack of 
knowledge, but rather a 
lack of will." -Vince 
Lombardi 
Laura Beth Freitag 
Exercise & Sport Science 
Bridgeton, N} 
"The biggest adventure you 
can ever take is to live the 
Itfe of your dreams." To my 
friends- thank you for the 
wonderful memories, I will 
cherish them forever. 
To my family- Thank you for 
your love and support. 
Wendi. Nicole Frank 
Psychology 
Harleysville, PA 
"I can't remember all the 
times I've tried to tell 
myself to hold on to these 
moments as they pass." 
Vine Michael 
Gallagher 
Husill(-l88 & economics 
Sprillljllclc.1, 1'/\ 
"1:Vl' l'ythlng hclPP 'nH 1\)1' il 
I'L'OHon." My moth 'I' 
"Shoot I'lli' I h 'moon. i:v011 
II' you IllIHH, you ' ll I nd 







Stae y Ann Garcia 
Biolo"y 
Minors: Spanish and 
B/o-st at ist ies 
Washington 
Township, N) 
"You'v \ H0cn the flImH, 
I\lddo. It ain't over 'til II ':; 
















find each day too 
for all the thoughts 1 


























English and Spanish 
King of Prussia, PA 
"Don't you know that it's 
worth every treasure on 
earth to be young at 










Darron Lee Harley 
Media & Communica-
tion Studies 
North Philadelphia, PA 
This is only the beginning; 
my destiny waits beyond 
this picture. 1 have had the 
time of my life here, but 1 
still have a lifetime to do 
more. Thanks Mom, Dad, 
D' Anna, Darie!, Mom-Mom, 
Pop-Pop, Nana, UGHT-
HOUSE, YOU KNOW! 
Thomas Jeffre1 
Hanlin 














"One is educated when he 
realizes how much more 
there is to learn." 
Erin Jean Hoban 





"Live everyday as if it were 
meant to be." "It's hard to 
find people who will love 
you no matter what-104." 
Daniel Charles Herr 
Business & Economics 
Minor: Psychology 
Mountvflle, PA 
"Go confidently in the 
direction of your dreams. 
Live the life you have 




Exercise & Sport 
Science 






rm a woman phenom-
enally. Phenomenal 
woman-that's me. 
James Russell Hunt 
Biology 




Exercise & Sport Sci-
ence 
Minors: Biology and 
Spanish 
Gahanna,OH 
"What we have once 
enjoyed, we can never lose; 
aU that we love deeply 







"Don't cry because it's 







"It is a lack of faith that 
makes people afraid of 
meeting challenges, but 1 
















have brains in your 
you have feet In 
shoes, you can steer 
any direction you 
You're on your 
And you know what 
know. And you are 










"Time has taken my 
tomorrows and turned 
them Into yesterdays." -
Ben Harper 
Bret Lee Jenkins 
Mathematics 




Ann Arbor, MD 
"Don't let your dreams be 
dreams." - Jack Johnson 
To my family .. . thank you 
for aU of the unconditional 
love and support.. : tips ' . 
Alpha Sigma Nu ... keep it 
classy la familia . 
Austin Thorpe 
Jones 







Megan Nicole Jones 
Biology 
Barto, PA 
"The thinker dies, but his 
thoughts are beyond the 
reach of destruction. Men 
are mortal; but ideas are 






"Since you cannot do good 
to all, you are to pay 
special attention to those 
who, by accident of time 
or place or circumstance, 
are brought into closer 






Sarah C. Kennedy 
Biology 
Randolph, N} 
"Every new beginning 
comes from some other 
beginning's end" so 
"whatever tomorrow 
brings, I'll be there with 
open arms and open eyes." 
John Alex Kate[ 
Anthropology / 
Sociology and 
Business & Econom 
Pottstown, PA 





































"Confidence thrives on 
honesty, on honor, on the 
sacredness of obligations, 
on faithful protection, and 
on unselfish performance. 
Without them it cannot 












"Sing with your head up, 
with your eyes closed; not 
because you love the song, 












lUUV< ,,~. Relations 
English and 
Spanish 
is one big road with lots 
So when you're 
through the ruts don't 
your mind. Flee 
hate, mischief, and 
. Don't bury your 
Put your visions to 
. Wake up and live!" 
Bob Marley 
Diana Marie Lim 








East Asian Studies 





Some say when you're 
about to die, your life 
flashes before your eyes. 
Make it worth watching. I 
want to thank my family 
and friends for aU their 
love and support. 
Marci Helen Logan 
Exercise & Sport 
Science 
Voorhees, N} 
"To have played and 
laughed with enthusiasm, 
and sung with exultation -
this Is to have succeeded." 
- Ralph Waldo Emerson 
Francis Joseph 
Mallon 
Exercise & Sport 
Science 
Philadelphia, PA 
"Make the most of your 
dash and be proud of it." 
Thank you for everything 





New Cumber/and, PA 
Luke Salva Marlow 
Exercise & Sport 




Biology and German 
Lansdale, PA 
" All things good to know are 
difficult to learn." - Greek 
Proverb 
SteUis Aequus Durando -





Minor: Exercise & 
Sport Science 
Bryn Mawr, PA 
"Play the cards that life 
deals you, you'll have 
more than enough to make 




Monmouth Beach, {I 
Jaime Usa 
McCormick 
as if you'll live 
, live as if you'll die 
today" - James Dean 
Andrew John May 
English 
Westville, NJ 
"We do what we want we 
don't do what we should." 





Jennifer J. McCann 
Media & Communication 
Studies and 
English 
New Hope, PA 
All my love Mom, Daddy, 
and lil' bros-thank you for 
everything! Dearest friends, 
504, Phi Psi: "Time is the 
most valuable thing a man 
can spend" - I'U always 
remember our great times, 
love you! Congratulations 





Lower Gywneed, PA 
Brian Francis 
McEvUy 












Caitlin Jean McGuire 
Havertown, PA 
History 
Minor: Anthropology / 
Sociology 
Mom, Dad, Dannie: thanks 
for everything. H-town 
smeezles: sisters for life. UC 
kids: best years of my life. 
''If a free society cannot help 
the many who are poor, it 
cannot save the few who 
are rich." -JFK 
Psychology 
Minors: Politics, Elemen-






Orefield, PA "Achievement is knowledge that 
you have studied, worked hard 
and done the best that is in 
you. Success is praise from 
others, and that's nice, but not 
as important. Always aim for 
achievement and forget about 
success." - Helen Hayes 
Hilary Megan 
McNamara 
Media & Communic 
tion Studies and 
English 
Glenside, PA 
Mom, Dad and Whttne) 
COUldn't have done th 
without you - Love yo 
Everyone at UC & 5046 
- One faces the future v 
one's past" - thanks for 
amazing memories! 
world has been our 
for four years, and 
its time to say 
and sadly some 
you may never see 
but the memories 
have created together 
forever tie you to one 
. Goodbye Ursinus 























'There's a time and place for 
just about everything: it's 
called college ... Those were 
the best days of my life." -
Seals 
"Ufe with you makes perfect 
sense, you're my best friend. " 
-Jill 
Thank you for everything 














'The most exciting, 
challenging and significant 
relationship of aU is the 
one you have with your-
self. And if you can find 
people to love the you that 
you love, well, that's just 











East Windsor, N) 
~Maybe nothing lasts 
forever 
not the mountains or the sea 
but the times we had 
together 
will always be with me,v 
Edwin Thoma~ 
Murray 

















"When you gaze long 
into the abyss, the abyss 








Exercise & Sport Science 
Minor: Biology 
Clifton Heights, PA 
Tll always think of you and 
smile 
And be happy for the time I had 
you with me 
Though we go our separate 
ways 
I won't forget so don't forget 











"Everything you can imagine 
is real." - Pablo Picasso 
Class of 2006- good luck in 
everything you do! 




"You can't always get what 
you want, but if you try 
sometimes, you just might 
find 
you get what you need." -
The Rolling Stones 
Daniel Joseph Ortiz 
History 






"If you don't go after what 
you want, you'll never 
have it. If you don't ask, 
the answer is always no. If 
you don't step forward, 






"Enjoy yourself. These are 
the good old days you're 
going to miss in the years 
ahead ... " 
cynthia Ortiz 




Bala Cynwyd, PA 
Jacyln Partyka 
English 
Minor: Studio Art 






"1 can do all things through 
Christ which strengthens 
me." Philippians 4:13 
"To succeed, desire for 
success should be greater 
than fear of faHure."- Bill 
Cosby 
"Great friends are hard to 
find and impossible to 










After all, seasons change. 
So do cities. People come 
into your life and people 
go. But It's comforttng to 
know the ones you love 
are always in your heart. 
And if you're very lucky, a 
plane ride away. 104 
Lauren Ann Perotti 
History and 
American Studies 
Drexel Hill, PA 
'The humblest citizen of all 
the land, when clad in the 
armor of a righteous 
cause, is stronger than all 
the hosts of error." -
William Jennings Bryan 
Eduardo Ramos 
Business & Economics 
and Spanish 
East Brunswick, NJ 
'1 couldn't have imagined 
everything that has 
happened. But dreams are 
like that. That's what 
makes the journey so 








Minors: Coaching and 
Secondary Education 
Northfield, NJ 
"Four years, for life." 
To Dad, Nina, Family, Jay, 
Tau Sig, Looovers, and 
504: 
Thanks to you 1 have 4 
years of endless memories 
for the rest of my life. 
I don't know what I would 
do without you d. 
Brett Andrew 
PuIs fort 





Business & Economics 
Minors: Histozy and 
Politics 
Philadelphia, PA 
"Ah, women. They make 
the highs higher and the 
lows more frequent." -
Nietzsche 






Minors: Media & 
Studies 
... and not when 1 came 
discover that 1 had not 
- Dead Poet's Society 
Kristen Nicole 
Ricciardi 
Exercise & Sport 
Science 
Shamong, N} 
"God grant me the serenity 
to accept the things I 
cannot change, courage to 
change the things I can, 
and wisdom to know the 
difference." To my family, 
504, and Phi Psi - thank 






'1f you live in the present, 












"Not everything that can be 
counted counts, and not 
everything that counts can 













Gina Uberata Salvi 
Exercise & Sport 
Science 
Ambler, PA 
"By the time I recognize 
this moment, this moment 
will be gone. But 1 will 
bend the light, pretend that 















"Change has a conslderab 
impact on the human min 
To the fearful it Is threate 
Ing. To the hopeful It is 
encouraging. To the contl 
dent It Is Inspiring becaus 
the challenge exists to rna· 










Laurel Springs, N} 
"everything happens for a 
reason ... " 
"a little nonsense now and 
then is relished by the 
wisest men" - Willy 
Wonka 
Whatever your rnistakes-
this is NOW. You can only 
move forward. May you 






"Watch your thoughts, for 
they become words. Choose 
your words, for they become 
actions. Understand your 
actions, for they become 
habits. Study your habits, for 
they will become your charac-
ter. Develop your character, 
for it becomes your destiny." 
Defne Sarsilmaz 
Media & Communica-




















Remember - No Man is a 





Brian Edward Schultz 
Business & 
Economics 
East Greenville PA 
"When you make a mistal~e, 
don't look bacl~ . Take the 
reason of the thing into your 
mind and look forward. 
Mistakes are lessons of 
wisdom. The past cannot be 
changed. The future is yet in 
your power." - Hugh White 

















West Philadelphia, PA 
"Happiness requires time 
and effort it does not 
begin nor end the way we 
see them in fairy tales. Just 
remember when one door 
of happiness closes 









Nick Forrest Shriver 
American Studies 
Braintree, VT 
"Weill know what's right, I 
got just one life, in a world 
that keeps on pushing me 
around I'll stand my 







Drayton L. Smith 
Biology 
Lansdale, PA 
Ursinus College Rugby: 
Over Educated ... Under 
Medicated 
Thanks to my family and 
friends for the last four 
years. 
Luke Aaron Sliner 
Computer Science and 
Mathematics 
Philadelphia, PA 




"T 0 laugh often and much ... 
To appreciate beauty, to find 
the best in others; To leave 
the world a bit better ... To 
lmow even one life has 
breathed easier because you 
have lived. This is to have 








Prospect Park, PA 
Eric Devin Smtt 
Psychology 












"I shall be telling this with a 
sigh ! Somewhere ages and 
ages hence ! Two roads 
diverged In a wood ! And I 
took the one less traveled by ! 
And that has made all the 




















"Twenty years from now you 
will be more disappointed by 
things you didn't do than by 
ones you did. So throw off the 
bowlines. Sail away from the 
safe harbor. Catch the trade 
winds in your sails. Explore. 
Dream. Discover." 









"With determination and 
purpose, anything can be 
achieved." 1 would like to 
thank my family and friends 
for a wonderful experience 
at Uc. 1 will always remem-
ber the great times 1 had and 
who 1 shared them with. 





Block Island, RI 
"No matter where you travel, 
you will never be able to shake 
aU of the sand out of your flip 















U AU truths are easy to 
understand once they ar 
discovered; the point is t 
discover them." -
Galilei 














Computer Science and 
Mathematics 
Bensalem, PA 
ill may not have gone where 
\ intended to go, but \ think \ 
have ended up where \ 



































Exercise & Sport 
Science 

























Exercise & Sport Science 
Vernon, PA 
Daniel John Uba 




Exercise & Sport 
Science 
Fort Washington, PA 
"Like a warm drink it 
seeped into my souL .. " 
Jaynine Diane Vado 
Neuroscience 
Aberdeen, MD 
" All our dreams can come 
true, if we have the courage 
to pursue them." - Walt 
Disney 
Alison Renee Walker 
Psychology 




They say the only thing 
constant in the world is 
change. Life comes at you fast, 
so you have to take life as it 
comes. Thank you Ursinus for 
everything. '06 it's our time 














Erikah Lynne Weir 




"Just when the caterpillar 
thought the world was 
over, it became a butter-
flY." - Anonymous. 
Regina Marie 
Walsh 
Biology and Spanish 
Lancaster, PA 
"If nothing ever changed, 
there'd be no butterflies." 




"We are the people our 
parents warned us about." 
- Jimmy Buffett 
Jenine Angela Weber 
Business & Economics and 
Psychology 
Egg Harbor Township, N} 
To my friends and family thank 
you for your endless love and 
support. ALN 
"Don't cry because it's over. 




Exercise & Sport Science 
Minor: Biology 
Hamilton, N} 
To my friends, family, 504, 
and Phi Alpha Psi, thank you 
for all your love, support and 
the great memories. 
"Let us be grateful to people 
who make us happy; they are 
the charming gardeners who 
make our souls blossom." 
Eric Wi.Uiam 
Wickersham 
Exercise & Sport 
Science 
Hockessin, DE 
Lauren E Wise 
Politics and International 
Relations 
Middletown, DE 
Nothing lasts forever. So live 
it up, drink it down, laugh it 
off and avoid the insignificant. 
Take chances and never have 
regrets, because at one point 
what you did - was what you 
wanted. 
Tau Sigma Gamma - For life. 
Andrew Robert 
WUl 
Business & Economics 
Lititz, PA 





"If it was so, it might be, 
and if it were so, it would 
be; but as it isn't, it ain't. 











Andrew Paul Wood 
Business & Economics 





"The only thing that 
makes Ufe possible is 
permanent, intolerable 
uncertainty; not knowing 
what comes next." 
Brian K. Wynder 
Communication 




TRENTON 5T AND UP!! ! 
Justin Andrew 
Ziegler 
Exercise & Sport 
Science 
Souderton, PA 
James David Young 
Business & Economics 
Macungie, PA 
Jared Lindsay Allred 
Alicia Cameron 
Armstrong 
John Edward Bame 
Brian Alan Berkowitz 
Luca Ludovico Bernabei 
Raymond Westley Birch 
Jessica Marie Bricker 
Carrie Lee Bumbaugh 
Jennifer Lynn Damelio 
Amanda Kate Deibert 
Jared David Devine 
John Brent Drescher 
Dana May Francis 
Carlo Anthony Fusco 
Jason Duane Hobson 
Lynnsey Ann Zweier 
Biology 
Sunbury, PA 
"Do not follow where the path 
may lead. Go, instead, where 
there is no path and leave a 
trail." - Ralph Waldo Emerson 
Gass of 2006 Not Pictured 
Michelle lrene Hofmann Alexis Anne Romano 
Andrew M. Hollis MUena Ann Rooney 
Zachary Andrew lchter Douglas McCoach 
Turquoise Nicole Johnson Scarborough 
Stanley Matthew Adam Joseph Schmidt 
Kokoszka Jack Salvatori Scott 
Joyce Anne Koubaroulis Melissa Marie Smith 
Joung Won Lee Kristina Nicole Tamny 
Edward Russell Long Christopher Edwin 
Joshua David Schifter Threadgill 
Lovewell Daniel Blair Waegel 
Ryan Matthew Marsico Vincent Charles Wambach 
Caitlin Meredith McHugh Maedea Cherie 
Catrina Joelle Patrick Watson-Bey 















mmm '. mmm 
L 
" ... Two roads diverged in a wood, and I -
I took the one less traveled by, 





With love from Dad, Mom and Anna 
and your whole family 
Congratulations Christopher! 
We are so proud of you. May your future hold 
all you wish and all the success you deserve. 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, & Becky 
"1IIIr.:~-:; 
...... 
Two Majors - Wow 
We love you - Mom 
We are proud - Everybody 
Dr. & Mrs. Richard Blasen 
When 1 look at you 1 see great things ... 




We are so proud of you 
and all that you have 
accomplished. 
We love you 
Mom, Dad, and Anthony 
The Guy in the Glass 
by Dale Wimbrow, (c) 1934 
When you get what you want in your struggle for pelf, 
And the world makes you King for a day, 
Then go to the mirror and look at yourself, 
And see what that guy has to say. 
For isn't your Mother, or Mother, or Wife, 
Who judgement upon you must pass, 
The feller whose verdict counts most in your life 
Is the guy staring back from the glass. 
He's the feller to please, never mind all the rest, 
For he ' s with you clear up to the end, 
And you've passed your most dangerous, difficult test 
If the guy in the glass is your friend . 
You may be like Jack Homer and "chisel" a plum, 
And think you're a wonderful guy, 
But the man in the glass says you're only a bum 
If you can't look him straight in the eye. 
You can fool the whole world down the pathway of years, 
And get pats on the back as you pass, 
But your final reward will be heartache and tears, 
If you've cheated the guy in the glass. 
Kiddie, we're all so proud of you. Love, Keith, Mom, Dad, Steve, 
Kimberly, Brian, and Stacey. II-t. .... 
We hope to follow in your footsteps. 
Love, Your Nephew, Niece, Spencer and Jessica. 
COMPLETE 
AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRS 
MINOR BODY WORK 
GLASS REPLACEMENT 
TOWING 
SCHUMACHER Be FRANCY 
AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRS 
"EXTEND THE LIFE OF YOUR CAR 
WITH REGULAR MAINTENANCE" 
2571 WEST CHESTER PIKE 
HANK SCHUMACHER BROOMALL, PA 19008 
MARC FRANCY 610-353-2373 
FAX: 610-353-4977 
To Nick Shriver: 
This part of the 
journey is over. 
Now on to the 
next. .. 
Love, 
Mom and Dad 
Dear Hilary, 
Standing with reluctant feet 
Where the brook and river meet) 
Womanhood and childhood fleet! 
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 
(1807-1822) 
From the day you conquered pre-school, we knew you could handle 
Ursinus. You have always made us very proud. We love you and 
wish you the very best life can offer. 
Mom, Dad, and Whitney 
(Britton-
<You danced. .. and 
you danced we{' 
Congratu{ations. 
<You liave made us 
e~reme{y proud. 




We are so proud of 
you 
Love, 




Plant your feet, stand tall and never go down 
without a fight. What a fine young man you 
have become. I am proud of you and could 
not have asked for a greater person to call 
my brother. 
Love, Your Sissy 
Ability may get you to the top, but it takes 
character to keep you there. 
Love, Uncle Len 
John, 
Since you were small 
To be a firefighter was your call 
The coolest nephew you will always be 
In our eyes you will always succeed. 
Love, Aunt Kathy, Uncle Roger, and Cathy 
John, 
Follow your heart and dreams 
May the "Dimes" lead the way. 
Love, 
Uncle Steve, 
Aunt Carole, and 
Allison 
John Steven, 
As soon as you could talk you have always 
aspired to be a firefighter. Well , you are walk-
ing the walk and talking the talk. Your degree 
from Ursinus will take you far and the college 
experience will stay with you forever. As you 
travel through life never forget your wonderfu l 
experience at Ursinus. Follow your heart and 
success will always follow you . We wish you 
much success in life. Stay safe. Remember 
call me whey you get there! 
Love Mom and Dad 
Not bad for a country boy! Nana would be 




You've overcome and achieved so much 
With your incredible focus, smarts, and hard work 
All-the-while you've maintained your balance and your smile! 
And the best is yet to come ... 
We are so proud of you! Thanks for shining in our lives! 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, and Dannie 
fJo Du~ :JULie, 
<'We, a~e, ~o ue,~!J fo~oud of !Jou 
af2-d cIf.L.L that !JOU haue, 
a(J,(J, omfoLl ~he,d. 
{!of2-fj~atuLatlof2-~ to OU~ 
{!oLLe,fje, §~aduate,. 







These pictures don't seem very 
long ago. It's hard to believe 
college is over. You have done 
great. We know you will be suc-
cessful in all you do. 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, Brenda, 
Eric, and Julia 
Congratulations Courtnev and Brian! 
We are so proud of vou! 
love, 
Mom, Steve & Erich Kevser 
and Mom & Dad SchuRz 
Congratulations Courtney + Brian! 
Love, 
Grandmom + Papa 
Congratulations "Flea" and "Byron" 
Lots of love, 
Aunt Ev and "Little Peetey" 
Dear Gina, 
One more hour ... Carry your spirit for life with you 
always. It's your special gift from Him above. 
We all love you and are 
too proud for you today. 
Love 
Dad, Nicole, and Rick 
P.S. Waiting for school bus to take you to 1st day of kindergarten. 
Gina &ana, 
May yru aw-ays have happirrss, health, Love, 
arrl et1fY yrur Jife. We are very 
prrud d yru, yru worked very heard these past 
frur years. 
Love, 
Mom, eo£, & Rick. 
Lori, 
We are so proud of you 
and love you very much 
Dad + Mom 
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And now U rsinus 2006. Words can not express how proud of you we are. We love you and 
know you will be an amazing teacher. Your mom would be so proud! 
Love Always. Dad, Nina, Sneakers, the Pallittos, Mikey& Sheila, and Raymie& Carrie. 
CONGRATULATIONS DAN 
Dan, we are so proud of you. You are a wonderful son and brother 
and we pray God will continue to bless you in all that you do. 
Love, Mom, Dad , Laura and Lisa 
Dear Natalie, 
We've counted our blessings from above. 
Your childhood was filled with smiles, laughter and love 
Now, seeing you as an adult, we feel a new joy inside. 
As we gaze at you with enormous pride. 
Love always, Mom and Dad. 
P.S: May your future be as bright as your smile. 
Result 
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Christi, our little girl has grown into the most accomplished young 
lady!! We are all so very proud of you!! You are a self-made 
woman. You desrve all good things that come your way. No one 
knows where this journey will end, or what you may encounter 
along the way. Just remember to always enjoy the ride. 
Love, 
Dad, Mom and Mike 
JPSSICjIjI. Pr.EjI:N 
LOW ;4.LW;4. tYS, 
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Congrats GentlelUen! Great Job. 
From the Rugby Parents! 
Our Dearest Larissa, 
It is unbelievable how quickly time has passed - from your first gradu-
ation to your college graduation. The years have gone quickly but 
each of those years has made us prouder and prouder. You are a 
wonderful young woman who has not only brought us a lot of love 
but has kept the humor alive in our lives. As you go on to another 
chapter in your life, we wish for you everything you have given us 
since the day you were born - joy, love, and laughter. We honor you 
for this great accomplishment and for the many others that you will 
undoubtedly attain. 
Love Mom and Dad 
'There is no need to reach for the stars. 
They are already within you - just reach deep 
into yourself. " 
Keep making the world smile (or at least me!). 1 have seen your 
capabilities, and only wait to be further entranced on all levels. As 
you set your aspirations and goals for the future, remember this: 
"When you want something, the universe conspires in helping you to 
achieve it" - Paulo Coelho, The Alchemist .................................................................................................... 
1 will always be an intricate part of the universe that you can depend 
on, no matter what you may need. Use me as your safety net guide, 
and most importantly, as your friend. I love you. 
"Like branches on a tree we grow in different directions yet 
our rooms remain as one. Each of our lives will always be a 
special part oft he other. " Author Unknown 
I Dear Cynthia, 
Congratulations on your 
college graduation. We're 
proud of your success, your 
skills, talents, accompUsh-
ments, hard work, and integ-
rity. Follow your dreams. 
Love Mom, Dad, Andy, Louis 
Wherever you go, you have that star to guide you! 




-Gladis Lolietta Remoras 
-Tom Dick Mchighmen 
-Dave Thomas 
-Orange you glad we gave 
you the jump suit? 
-V.A. Gina 
-Jim Bone Herr 
-Involintude the Rock 
-Kamakaze Clue Rock 
Dear Amanda, 
From your first day, you've brought us nothing but happiness and joy. Always making 
us proud, working hard, playing hard, always doing your best, in the classroom, in 
softball and other sports, with friends and family. Continue to live everyday with joy, 
happiness, and love in your heart. Ursinus has been another wonderful and fulfilling 
experience for you. Congratulations and love from us all. 
Dad, Mom, Jennifer, Jason, Hailey, and Ashley 
Esther SungEun Kim 
Congratulations Esther! ! 
You have grown into on intelli-
gent and independent young lady 
with a beauti ful heart for Chri st. 
We arc so proud of everythi ng ,-'-.,.--_......., 
you've accomplished. Remem-
ber a lways to do your bes t! 
"Many loves" -Umma & Appa 
Numbers 6:24 -26 
I love you for not only bei ng my sistel: 
and but also my best frie nd. I wouldn't 
be me without you. Always have faith 
and keep your spunk! -SungAe. 
2 Chronicles 20:20 
-- ------
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Sarah Elizabeth Smethie 
"A good head and a good heart are 
always a good combination" 
Nelson Mandela 
You have both, Sarah! 
We applaud you for your 
perseverance, determination, 
commitment to learning and desire 
and Willingness to help others. 
With love, pride and admiration, 
Mom and Dad 
Jennifer, 
As I look at how you have grown, matured, and developed into a beautiful, 
educated, motivated, and talented young lady; I want you to know that I 
love you and am very proud of you. You have overcome so many obstacles 
and difficulties, yet you continue to exemplify integrity and persistence 
daily. I know you will succeed and achieve all of your goals and dreams. 
You have achieved so much thus far, and I know you will accomplish so 
much more in your life. God has truly blessed you with many talents, 
skills and genuine love for others that continues to show in everything 
you do. Whatever you do in life, know that I am proud of you and am there 
to support you. Keep God first, and know that He will help you through 
every juncture in life, as He has done thus far. You are my baby girl, and 




We'll miss UC, 
but not as much as it'll miss us! 
Th!Z</nz half my sout 
th!Z<j'r!Z half my h!Zart with-






















Congratulations to the Class of 2006 
We Are Proud of You! 
The Student Life Staff 
Carol Ann Johnson 
Steve Larson 
















Navigation Tools for Career and Life Success 
~ i ('~ ~ ~/ Self-Help / General ~ (,Q Paperback: 2005 
Price: $16.95 
Size: 6" x 9" 




* Editors' Choice Award 
* Recommended Reading: Forbes Book Club 
Order online: Amazon.com, BarnesandNoble.com, 
I \ CoachCompass.com Order in bulk: Ingram Book Group, Baker & Tay-
lor, iUniverse.com, or call 1-800-AUTHORS 
Perfect for the college student ... and the professor! 
How successful do you want to be? Informative and inspirational, The CoachCompass® 
presents a unique, comprehensive and complete career system that provides easy-to-use strategies 
for overcoming obstacles and succeeding at any age or stage of your career. 
Packed with powerful strategies and progressive approaches, The CoachCompass® provides 
useful career tools to help you to: Express your authentic self; Build your talents; Choose the right 
career path; Define your own image; Toot your own hom; Evaluate your present job; Balance 
work and life; Take charge of success; Find purpose within work; Enjoy your achievements; Get 
what you're worth; Reinvent your career and life. 
Well-organized, with 12 different career points to reflect on, and exercises geared to each point, 
you will be guided through the four stages of your Career Lifecycle: Career Planning, Career 
Development, Career Management and Career Transition. Interesting and fun worksheets, charts, 
lists, and links are included to support you along the way. 
"How successful do you want to be?" 

